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Disclaimer:
The sole responsibility of this publication lies with the author. The European Union is not
responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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0. Summary
The present document is a report on maritime accidents based on a database carried out in the
frame of the Monalisa 2.0 project.
This report makes a summary of the most remarkable maritime accidents throughout history
based on the database elaborated with maritime accidents from 1900 to 2013 (annex to this
document).
This document intends to help users of the database to obtain the best of the tool as well as
making an analysis of some remarkable conclusions got from the database, such as location of
accidents by year.
A selection of remarkable accidents is carried out pointing out some of the details of the
accident. That selection is divided into three parts:
a) Passenger ship casualties.
b) Boats with immigrants on-board.
c) Non-passenger ship casualties.
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1. Existing databases.
In order to support what is reported in this document, a database of the accidents occurred from
1900 until 2013 has been elaborated.
The research carried out and the subsequent study of the database of marine accidents has been
made regarding the type of consequence of the casualty: loss of lives, pollution, serious injuries,
total loss of the ship, ship rendered unfit to proceed or ship remains fit to proceed; the causes:
less serious, serious or very serious; the type of ship: cargo ship, fishing vessel, passenger ship,
service ship, inland waterway vessel, recreational craft, navy ship, submersible, wig, others or
unknown. Among these types of ship, it has also been identified the type of load in case it is a
cargo ship, the type of fishing vessel it can be, etc., so that we have all the information possible
available.
There are also available data about date of the sinking or accident, coordinates of the place where
it happened, investigation reports elaborated and their dates, deadweight of the accident,
analysis made, IMO identification numbers of the vessels.
To elaborate this database, the information has been extracted from the Global Integrated
Shipping Information System (GISIS) of the International Maritime Organization (IMO).
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2. Database. Queries.
The database of the ship accidents has been elaborated in Access format, in order to ease
querying any fields contained in it to make a quick search of casualties determined by specific
parameters.
The database is very useful to elaborate statistics in order to avoid the possible causations and be
prepared for the necessary mitigations of future casualties.
In this database there are three data tables named as follows:
-

“Main database”
“Flag states”
“Ship flag-Accidents”

A first explanation of these data tables is provided in the following paragraphs.
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2.1. Main database
The first one contains the most part of the information about the casualties, which includes the
fields:
IMO Reference
Number of ships involved
Name (Ship 1)
IMO number (Ship 1)
Name (Ship 2)
IMO Number (Ship 2)
Name (Ship 3)
IMO number (Ship 3)
Name (Ship 4)
IMO Number (Ship 4)
Flag State a
Flag State b
Flag State c
Incident Date & Time
Type of casualty
Coordinates (degrees Lat)
Coordinates (minutes Lat)
Coordinates (seconds Lat)
Coordinates (N/S)
Coordinates (degrees Long)
Coordinates (minutes Long)
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Coordinates (seconds Long)
Coordinates (E/W)
Location
Number of Investigation Reports
Number of Analyses
Initial Event
Summary of Events
Ship Type
Consequences (Loss of life)
Consequences (Pollution)
Consequences (Serious injuries)
Consequences (Total loss of the ship)
Consequences (Ship rendered unfit to proceed)
Consequences (Ship remains fit to proceed)
Gross Tonnage
Classification Society
Deadweight
Cargo
Persons Onboard
Investigation Report Date
Analysis Date

7

Shot of the design view of the database, which shows some of the fields indicated previously

1

1

The language of the program is per default in Spanish, meaning Nombre del campo: Field name; Tipo de
datos: data type, which can be text, number, autonumber, date/time, Yes/No, etc.
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This design view shows all the fields the current data table has and the type of data, but it gives
no information about the casualties. It would be useful only for a quick look of the fields, so the
user can question himself about which fields he believes are important for making a query, and
also make changes if necessary.

The database itself would be the following shots:
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The fields with no data in it respond to casualties which have Null data for that field. For example,
if we are searching for a particular casualty with a particular “Investigation report date” we would
only have to use the tool “Search” and fill the field with the date we are looking for. In case we do
not know the exact date when the report took place, we could select the field mentioned, and
filter the data avoiding Null data.
In this example, we have filtered the database from more than 8.000 casualties, to 2.030. If we
added one more filter, such as regarding the type of casualty, or the consequences of the
accidents, we could better delimit the data, making the search much easier.
Here is a shot (8677 entries):

2

Resulting in (2030 entries):

2

(Vacías): Empty cells (Null data); Aceptar: accept; Cancelar: cancel
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Another filter we could use to delimit the entries we have is the type of casualty. Regarding the
type of accident, less serious, serious or very serious, we can make the list of casualties shorter.
We imagine that we are looking for the casualty type: “less serious”, we follow the same steps as
earlier:
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As we can see, we have reduced the list to 183 entries, which are far more user-friendly than the
whole database.
To do this filtering, we shall have some previous data of the casualty or group of casualties we are
studying, which will serve us to make the list shorter and the search quicker.
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2.2. Flag States
This data table considers the following:
-

Flag of the ship
Country of the ship
Continent
To illustrate this, here is one shot of the design view of the table and another of part of the table
itself.

This table does not give us information about the casualties directly, but we can use it as a
reference to search an accident or group of accidents which occurred in a specific country or
continent through its flag.
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2.3. Ship flag-Accidents
Using the previous data tables (main database and Flag states), we have been able to elaborate a
third one including in it:
-

Flag
Country
Continent
Number of accidents (regarding the previous)
This helps us determining in a rapid way the number of ship casualties that took place in a specific
country or continent.
A shot of the data table:

If we would want to know the number of accidents occurred in a specific country, we would only
have to search it in the list.
Otherwise, if we would want to know the number of accidents occurred, for example, in Europe,
we would have to use the filter:
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This filter shows the number of accidents in the different countries belonging to Europe. To
calculate the number of accidents in Europe in a strict way, we would have to use another tool
different from the filter we have used so far: The query.

2.4. Queries.
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The queries are very useful in databases. They allow us to select the fields we consider important
for the study, imposing criteria and even calculating when it comes to numbers (data type).
Following the previous example of the number of accidents occurred in Europe, we can do this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a query
Select the data table and the fields in it to consider
Impose the criteria
Execute the query
The first step is to create the query, and choosing the tables in which are the data we want to
analyze.

3

3

Tablas: tables; Consultas: Queries; Ambas: Both; Agregar: Add; Cerrar: close; Campo: field; Orden: sort;
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We have to select the table or tables we need to determine how many accidents occurred in
Europe. To do so, we could choose the table “Ship flag-Accidents”.
Once selected the data table from we want to extract the data, choose the fields:

First we have chosen all the fields in the table to illustrate what happens doing so:

Mostrar: show; Criterios: criteria
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We obtain the same data table as the one in “Ship flag-accidents”. This is because we have not
imposed some criteria to delimit or make the list shorter.
We shall come back to the design view of the query, and impose the criteria “Europe” for the field
“continent”.

Resulting in (as earlier):
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Nothing has changed with respect to the previous way of filtering data so far. But these queries
will allow the user to do the following, which regarding our example is:
-

We activate the tab “Totals” (∑) and select the option “sum” in the field Number of accidents.

-

Execute the query. The result would be the total of the accidents occurred in Europe:

Conclusion: the number of accidents in Europe amount to 2661.
This query has been created from one single table. It is the simplest way to make queries, and is
very useful for calculating data like the one in the example as long as we have all the data we
need in one table. This could be otherwise, lying the data we need for the query in several tables.
To create a query, the tables which we will use for it must be related to each other. This means
that in the main database, there is or are one or more fields which will correspond to one or more
fields of the other tables involved in the query.
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Another way to make queries is through the “Query wizard”. As an example, we want to calculate
how many accidents have happened regarding the ship type.
To do so, we use the option “find duplicates” in the query wizard, and choose the table and the
field where ship type is.
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4

When we press the finish button, we obtain directly the query:

4

Finalizar: finish
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Conclusion: We can easily see how many accidents have occurred depending on the ship type.
All the queries we make should respond to the criteria and parameters considered in order to
study the data.
The same way we have determined the number of accidents regarding the type of ships involved,
we could also determine the accidents by the type of casualty (less serious, serious, very serious):

If we, as a new example, wanted to count not only the number of accidents regarding the ship
type and its flag, but also those in which a collision took place as initial event and happened the
consequence “loss of lives” , we would have to do as next:
-

Query wizardà find duplicates (as earlier)
Select from the table “Main database” the field named “Consequences (loss of lives)”. Next.
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-

In the next window, we will be asked if we wish the query to show any fields besides those with
duplicated values. In this case we choose Flag state, ship type and initial event, yet if we forget
doing this, we would always have the possibility of changing the criteria of the query from the
design view.
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We will obtain this:
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We have already the fields required for the query, but we have to modify the parameters in order
to obtain what is been asked before: Number of accidents regarding the ship type and its flag,
that have suffered collision as initial event and in which happened the consequence loss of lives.
We go to the design view:

We select the tab “totals” in order to establish the criteria we are looking for.

First, in criteria for ship type, we will type “Not null” in order to obtain only the data of the
accidents where the ship type is known.
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Second, we will reselect from the table the field ship type, so we can choose in “totals” the option
COUNT. This will make that the data of the ship type will not be repeated and show how many
accidents of each type of vessel are.

Last, in criteria for the field Initial event, we type “collision”, and deselect the box of the line
“show”. This will make the field initial event disappear from the query table, which is not
important because we know all the data will correspond to the initial event “collision”.

Obtaining:
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This result shows the consequence loss of lives positive and negative, amounting to a total of 289
entries. As we said before, queries are supposed to simplify the data in order to make the
database easier to study. To reduce the number of entries we have obtained, and as requested in
the example we have proposed, we select only the accidents in which the consequence loss of
lives took place, meaning as in positive value in the database.
There are a couple of ways to do this, we can choose to filter the data with the tool we used at
the beginning of these explanations, or we can go to design view, and not only modify the criteria,
but also hide the field as in initial event, because we would already know that it did cause loss of
lives.

We deselect the box for “show” and execute the query, obtaining:
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We have reduced the list to 54 entries. 54 casualties that comply with the following:
-

The consequence “loss of lives” occurred.
The type of the ship is known and contained in the main database
The casualty was caused by the initial event “collision”
As another example, we could ask the database to show the number of accidents in which the
consequence pollution is positive, showing the cargo the ship carried and the type of vessel.
To do this, we create a new query and select the fields pollution (twice), cargo and type of ship as
in the following screenshot:

We modify the criteria in order to obtain a table with the parameters we wish.
First, in the field consequences we type “True” in the criteria blank and deselect the box “show”.
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The second field for consequences should have the totals parameter filled with “count”.

The field that corresponds to the cargo: Not null. So we obtain only the data of the accidents of
which we have knowledge of the cargo. We leave the field for “ship type” as it comes per default.

If we execute the query, what we obtain is:
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In this case, we could easily count the number of total accidents that depend on the criteria
caused pollution and known cargo, because there are few entries. But if we had an amount of
entries that would make the calculation more complex, we could use a different query.

5

These criteria that we have chosen will allow us to obtain a query with just one number: the
number of accidents in which pollution happened and the cargo is known.

5

Verdadero: true; Dónde: Where
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We can check with the other query that the data fit with this result, meaning as in summing all the
number of the entries in the previous one, we obtain 29 casualties under these criteria.
Another useful query could be the number of casualties regarding the classification societies. With
the tool “find duplicates” that we have used earlier in this document, we could obtain the
following:
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A lot of queries can be created with this database. The criteria and parameters each reader uses
will depend on the type of study or analysis he wants to carry out with it. The only thing that is
necessary is asking what we want to know, what we are looking for.
Another way to analyze the data could be through the coordinates of the accident, meaning as in
entering in the database the coordinates of the area we want to study in order to obtain the
number of casualties occurred, or the type of vessel it was or the field of the database we are
looking for.
Example: At the English Channel there were 123 casualties.

At the Red Sea (Suez Canal): 16 Casualties
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Here the criteria chosen have been the fields location and ship type, but we could choose any of
the fields contemplated in the database depending on the needs for the analysis or study.

We have elaborated with all the data available the following analysis.
Frequency of Casualties

v General distribution
We study the distance between terminals. Figure 1.1: Frequency of distances.

Figure 1.1

v Differences between the Type of Casualty. Figure 1.2.
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(a) Less serious

(b) Serious
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(c) Very serious
Figure 1.2

Casualties in maps

v Casualties from 1900 to 2014
All located casualties from 1900 to 2014 in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1
v Detailed casualties by year from 1980
Ø Year 1980

(a) Less serious

(b) Serious
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(c) Very serious
Ø Year 1981

(a) Less serious
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(b) Serious

(c) Very serious
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Ø Year 1982

Ø Year 1983
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Ø Year 1984
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Ø Year 1985
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Ø Year 1986
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Ø Year 1987
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Ø Year 1988
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Ø Year 1989
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Ø Year 1990
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Ø Year 1991
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Ø Year 1992
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Ø Year 1993
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Ø Year 1994
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Ø Year 1995
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Ø Year 1996
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Ø Year 1997
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Ø Year 1998
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Ø Year 1999
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Ø Year 2000
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Ø Year 2001
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Ø Year 2002
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Ø Year 2003
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Ø Year 2004
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Ø Year 2005
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Ø Year 2006
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Ø Year 2007
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Ø Year 2008
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Ø Year 2009
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Ø Year 2010
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Ø Year 2011
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Ø Year 2012
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Ø Year 2013
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Ø Year 2014
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3. Accidents chosen for further analysis
The accidents chosen for this chapter are assumed as the most important because they had such
a large number of victims, or the environmental consequences were so harmful that the
standards and legislation had to be changed to face up to them.
First, Casualties which involve a large number of victims will be analyzed. The vessels chosen for
this purpose are all passenger ships, such as ferries or cruises, and the list of the ones taken into
account for this task is the following:
-

Costa Concordia
Sewol
Doña Paz
Bulgaria
Spice Islander
MV Shariatpur
Estonia
Boats with immigrants

On the other hand, a further analysis of the most important vessel casualties in the last twenty
years, concerning the changes that have been made because of these in national, European or
international Legislations. Twenty-three ships have been chosen and these are:

-

AEGEAN SEA
AMOCO CADIZ
ANDROS PATRIA
BRAER 1
CASTILLO DE BELLVER
CASTOR
ERIKA
ESTONIA
EXXON VALDEZ
FLAMINIA
HERALD FREE ENTERPRISE
NAPOLI
NEW FLAME
OLIVA
PRESTIGE
ROKIA DELMAS
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-

SEA EMPRESS
SEWOL
SOLAR 1
STOLT VALOR
TK BREMEN
TORREY CANYON
URQUIOLA

3.1. Passenger ship casualties
This chapter compiles a few examples of passenger ship casualties which are considered
important due to the amount of victims involved.
In the following map there are indicated the most recent ferries accidents, including those which
are not so recent, but that are considered important for this task due to the number of victims
they caused.
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3.1.1.

COSTA CONCORDIA

She was an international passenger cruise built in 2006 by FINCANTIERI BOATYARDS SPA. With
Italian flag, she had a passenger capacity of 3.780 people and reached a maximum speed of 21,5
knots.
The departure of the voyage was from the Port of Savona, calling at Toulon, Barcelona, Palma de
Mallorca, Cagliari-Palermo and Civitavecchia. The arrival was expected back in Savona, but the
destination was not reached.

The 13th of January 2012, at 21:45, in the Tyrrhenian Sea, next to Giglio Island, the Ship made
contact with the left part of the aft causing a breach on the hull and the subsequent blackout.
The meteorological conditions at that moment were rough sea NE 4 and wind of 17 knots E-NE.
The consequences were the total loss of the ship and loss of lives being the balance of victims of
32 people dead or missing and 157 injured with 20 needing for admission to hospital.
According to the report elaborated by the Investigative Body (IB), on the whole, human factors
characterized this casualty. This report says:
“Distractions, errors and violations can be established as the elements which characterized the
human factors as root causes in the Costa Concordia casualty.
Both distractions and errors (in all terms of slips, lapses and mistakes) were made during the
Master’s performance before the contact, according to the previous detailed analysis.
Distractions and errors (in all terms as slips, lapses and mistakes, as well) were made during the
Bridge Team performance (all the Bridge Team involved) before the contact, according to the
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previous detailed analysis.[…] It is worth to point out the following: - both delay and mistake
regarding the Hotel Director (he did not cover his duty scheduled by the procedures, omitting
firstly his fundamental role on board); - delay and mistake by some Deck Officers belonging to the
emergency Staff after the contact (they did not cover their exactly role, despite they were active
in supporting the emergency handling; however, their actions/reactions were influenced by the
absence of the Master who, carrying out the above errors, did not coordinate and governed - at
all as resulted by the VDR conversations - the emergency).”
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3.1.2.

SEWOL

When Sewol began her operations on March 15, 2013, she became the fourth ship to be operated
by the company, and the second to be placed in its route. She made three round trips per week
from Incheon to Jeju, each 400 kilometres (250 mi) voyage taking 13.5 hours to complete. On
February 2014, Sewol passed a vessel safety inspection by the South Korean Coast Guard. She had
made the round trip a total of 241 times until the day of the incident.

As of 17 April, the ROK Coast Guard concluded that an "unreasonably sudden turn" to starboard,
occurred between 8:48 and 8:49 a.m. (KST), was the cause of the capsizing. According to the Coast
Guard, the sudden turn caused the cargo to shift to the left, causing the ship to experience an
inclination and to eventually become unmanageable for the crew. Overloading and not properly
securing cargo were also seen as direct causes. The MV Sewol was carrying 3,608 tons of cargo,
more than three times the limit of 987 tons. The overloading was also previously noted by an offduty captain and the first mate. According to the off-duty captain of the Sewol, the ship owners
ignored his warning that the ship should not carry so much cargo because she would not be
stable.
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The Sewol was carrying only 580 tons of ballast water, much less than the recommended 2,030
tons; this would make the vessel more prone to list and capsize.

The disaster raised questions about the regulation of shipping in South Korea. Shipping is
regulated by the Korean Shipping Association, which is also an industry trade group, which
experts consider a likely conflict of interest. In addition, government regulators outside the
Association frequently move to jobs as part of the association after their government service. Yun
Jong-hwui, a professor at Korea Maritime and Ocean University notes that while South Korean
regulations are strong, they are often poorly enforced.
Name

Date

Location

SEWOL

16 April 2014

South Korea

Flag
South Korean
Accident area
Cargo

Loss of life

Date of built
1994

Length
146m

Yellow Sea
Vehicles, containers
and pax (Max: 1000
tonnes)
296 deceased
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Width
22 m
Cause of accident
Capacity for transport

Ship type

Draught
6.26m
Capsize
921 pax, 180 vehicles
and 154 containers
(Max+ 2600 tonnes)
Ferry
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With the information available, it seems that the overload and the lack of proper load securing
were seen as direct causes of the accident. The MV Sewol was carrying 3,608 tons of cargo, more
than three times the limit of 987 tons. The overloading was also previously noted by an off-duty
captain and the first mate Lee Sang-yun proposed also overloading as a cause. According to the
off-duty captain of the Sewol, the ship owners ignored his warning that the ship should not carry
so much cargo because she would not be stable.
Description.
The MV Sewol carrying 3,608 tons of cargo, 2,600 tons more than allowed.
According to the Coast Guard, it seems that there was a shift of cargo to the ship's side that
produced a list.
It seems that certain operations performed on ship stability worsened since the Sewol had only
580 tons of ballast water, substantially less than the recommended 2,030 tons, botton placed in
the vessel, which would make the ship more likely to heel and capsize. The crew had pumped
hundreds of tons of ballast water from the bottom of the ship in order to accommodate the
additional load illegal. The loss of ballast water from the bottom originated the lift of the center of
gravity and loss of righting arm and consequently loss of restoring force. This fact is consistent
with the statements of the crew of the ferry who stated that the lack of restoring force was a
cause of the disaster.
The heeling moment caused by cargo shifting, and elevation the center of gravity by elimination
ballast water from the bottom of the vessel caused both a loss of stability that the ship could not
overcome the righting moment and capsized.
With the accident information available to us today we have no answer to the following issues
below referents to the crew and their performance, emergency plans, the ship and cargo. Nor, in
view of the results of the investigation, sufficient knowledge for the application of the relevant
articles of the Convention on Limitation of Liability is available.
•

About the crew
Degrees, courses taken and protocols followed during the accident on the field of information and
notification.
a) Checking aptitude of the captain, officers and the rest of the crew.
Compliance with the STCW Convention. Section 2 Requirements for qualifications. Analyze
compliance Parties:
Titles STCW; Titles and general requirements for each one; other qualifications required and
according to the functions performed on board and the ship type (passenger ships).
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b) Information and notification of the accident.
Communications according to Inmarsat
•

About Emergency Plans:
A.852 (20) Guidelines on the structure of an integrated system of emergency plans on board
A.865 (20) Minimum training requirements to be satisfied by designated crew to provide
assistance to passengers in emergency situations on board passenger ships
SOLAS.Chapter III Rules 19. With regard to training and drills for emergencies.
SOLAS. Chapter III Rule 20. Regarding the functional availability, maintenance and inspection of
lifesaving appliances and arrangements.:
SOLAS Chapter. Rule 15. Maintenance IV radio installations
SOLAS Chapter. I. Rule 11. Maintaining the conditions tested in the recognition

•

On the seaworthiness conditions of the ship and cargo stowage:
STABILITY. Subdivision and stability criteria compliance.
It will analyze compliance with the provisions of Chapter II-1 of SOLAS Part B and B-1 - Subdivision
and stability of passenger ships and cargo intact and damaged conditions.
FREEBOARD. Additionally check if the draft of the vessel corresponded with the maximum draft
allowed in the area where the accident occurred.
Check that the vessel met the conditions of assignment of freeboard Protocol of 1988 relating to
the International Convention on Load Lines, 1966.
Special attention to openings and closures on the freeboard deck or under the same referred to
Rules 18 and following of the Protocol to be paid.
Check whether the cargo units and cargo transport units carried on or under deck were stowed
and fastened in accordance with Resolution A.714 (17) as amended.
Check that the loading, unloading and stowage of bulk cargoes have followed the Code of Safe
Practice available Resolution A. 862 (20). Amended by MSC 238 (82)

•

Additional tools in order to obtain better information on the ship, its cargo and its defeat that
provide IMO.
AIS (Automatic identification system-IMO)
LRIT (Long-range identification and tracking-IMO)
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3.1.3.

DOÑA PAZ

The MV Doña Paz was a Philippine-registered passenger ferry that sank after colliding with the oil
tanker MT Vector on December 20, 1987, with an estimated death toll of 4,386 people and only
24 survivors.
Doña Paz was traveling from Leyte Island to the Philippine capital of Manila. The vessel was
seriously overcrowded, with at least 2000 passengers not listed on the manifest. In addition, it
was claimed that the ship carried no radio and that the life-jackets were locked away. But official
blame was directed at the MT Vector, which was found to be unseaworthy, and operating without
a license, lookout or qualified master.
At the time of its sinking, the Doña Paz was sailing the route of Manila → Tacloban → Catbalogan
→ Manila and vice-versa, making trips twice a week.
On December 20, 1987, at 06:30, Philippine Standard Time, the Doña Paz left from Tacloban City,
Leyte, for the City of Manila, with a stopover at Catbalogan City, Samar. The vessel was due in
Manila at 04:00 the following day, and it was reported that it last made radio contact at around
20:00. At around 22:30, Philippine Standard Time, the ferry was situated at Dumali Point, along
the Tablas Strait, near Marinduque. A survivor later said that the weather at sea that night was
clear, but the sea was choppy.
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While most of the passengers slept, the Doña Paz collided with MT Vector, an oil tanker in route
from Bataan to Masbate. The Vector was carrying 8,800 US barrels (1,050,000 l; 280,000 US gal;
230,000 imp gal) of gasoline and other petroleum products owned by Caltex Philippines.
Upon collision, the Vector's cargo ignited and caused a fire on the ship that spread onto the Doña
Paz.
Survivors recalled sensing the crash and an explosion, causing panic on the vessel. One of them
recounted that the flames spread rapidly throughout the ship, and that the sea all around the ship
itself was on fire. Another survivor claimed that the lights onboard had gone out minutes after the
collision, that there were no life vests to be found on the Doña Paz, and that all of the crewmen
were running around in panic with the other passengers and that none of the crew gave any
orders nor made any attempt to organize the passengers. It was later said that the life jacket
lockers had been locked. The survivors were forced to jump off the ship and swim among charred
bodies in flaming waters around the ship. The Doña Paz sank within two hours of the collision,
while the Vector sank within four hours. Both ships sank in about 545 meters (1,788 ft) of water in
the shark-infested Tablas Strait.
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In February 1988 the Philippine National Bureau of Investigation stated, on the basis of interviews
with relatives, that there were at least 3,099 passengers and 59 crew on board, giving 3,134 onboard fatalities.
In January 1999 a presidential task force report estimated, on the basis of court records and more
than 4,100 settlement claims, that there were 4,341 passengers. Subtracting the 24 surviving
passengers, and adding 58 crew gives 4,375 on-board fatalities. Adding the 11 dead from the
Vector crew, the total becomes 4,386.
Given the estimated death toll, Time magazine and others have called the sinking of the Doña Paz
"the deadliest peacetime maritime disaster of the 20th century".
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3.1.4.

BULGARIA

This casualty took the lives of 122 people aboard the Russian cruise ship MV Bulgaria when she
sunk in less than eight minutes at 01:59 PM Moscow time (09.58 GMT) on July 10, 2011 on the
Volga river near the village of Syukeyevo in the Kansko-Ustinovsky district of the Republic of
Tatarstan during a storm.
Bulgaria, with a reported 201 people aboard, had life-rafts for 120 passengers, and two lifeboats
for 36 crew, as well as 165 life-vests for adults and 12 for children, far short of the required
lifesaving equipment required during the disaster. The ship was licensed for 120 aboard.
The death count stands at 122 dead, 79 rescued. Of the 35 crew members aboard, only 23
survived.
The Bulgaria's radioman, Rinat Gabitdinov, said he was unable to send an S.O.S. message because
the vessel had lost all power, including a generator that had shut down before water flooded the
engine room.
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3.1.5.

SPICE ISLANDER

On 10 September 2011, at 21:00 local time (19:00 UTC), the MV Spice Islander I sailed from
Unguja, the main island of the Zanzibar archipelago, for Pemba Island to the north. The ship's
official capacity was 45 crew and 645 passengers, but it was reported to be heavily overloaded.
Around four hours after departure, Spice Islander I sank between Zanzibar and Pemba.

The ship is thought to have capsized after losing engine power. Of those on board, around 620
were rescued, with at least 40 of them suffering serious injuries. In addition to passengers, the
ferry was believed to have been transporting cargo such as rice.
Early news reports claimed that the ferry was carrying an estimated 800 people at the time of her
sinking, and by 12 September, it was reported that over 240 bodies had been recovered.
However, on 14 October, the Tanzanian government confirmed that the vessel had in fact been
carrying around 3,586 passengers, of whom 2,764 were unaccounted for. In an investigative
report published on 19 January 2012, these figures were revised downward, with 2,470
passengers, 203 confirmed dead, and 1,370 missing.
Eight months later, another disaster took place when on July 18, 2012, the vessel MV SKAGIT sank
near Chumbe Island while in ferry service in Tanzania. After departing Dar es Salaam bound for
Unguja Island (Zanzibar) with more than 250 people on board, the ship struggled in rough seas
and sank approximately 10 kilometers (6.2 mi) from Unguja. At least 146 were rescued while as
many as 150 were still missing after a day of rescue operations.[4] Early reports attributed the
disaster to high winds and overloading of passengers. The ship was certified for a maximum
capacity of 250 yet officials said it had 290 aboard at the time.
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3.1.6.

MV SHARIATPUR 1

The MV Shariatpur 1 was a double deck ferry that capsized in March 2012 after colliding with a
cargo ship on Bangladesh's Meghna River, killing 147 people.
First reports confirmed 30 people were dead and dozens missing after the ferry which was
carrying 200 people collided with a cargo ship. The ferry capsized on the Meghna in the
Munshiganj District near the Bangladeshi capital Dhaka and sank in about 70 foot (21 m) of water.

The ferry had been carrying about 200 passengers, although the exact number is uncertain as the
ferry was not carrying an accurate passenger list. 35 survivors were pulled from the water, a
further 40 swam to shore. In total 112 bodies were recovered from the sunken ship by divers. The
boat was recovered for salvage and a further 4 bodies were found floating down river. The rescue
operation was called off. After 110 bodies had been recovered a further 61 people remained
unaccounted for, but the final death toll was later placed at 147.
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3.1.7.

ESTONIA

On 28 September 1994 the passenger ro-ro ship Estonia suddenly capsized in a severe storm in
the north Baltic Sea and sank with the loss of more than 850 lives. According to the final disaster
report the weather was rough, with a wind of 15 to 20 meters per second (29 to 39 knots; 34 to
45 mph), force 7–8 on the Beaufort scale and a significant wave height of 4 to 6 meters (13 to 20
feet compared with the highest measured significant wave height in the Baltic Sea of 7.7 meters
The official report indicated that the locks on the bow door had failed from the strain of the
waves and the door had separated from the rest of the vessel, pulling ajar the ramp behind it.
When the visor came off the boat, the ramp that protected the car deck on the other side of the
visor dropped. The water flooded the car deck, destabilized the ship and began a catastrophic
chain of events that plunged the Estonia (Similar problems also sank the Herald of Free Enterprise
in 1987 and the MV Princess Victoria in 1953).
It is the deadliest shipwreck disaster to have occurred in the Baltic Sea in peacetime, being the
balance of 137 survivors and 852 victims.

Name
Estonia
Flag
Estonian
Cargo

Date
28 September 1994
Date of built
1980
Passengers
vehicles

Length
155,43m

Location
Sweden
Width
24.21m

and Cause
of
accident

Draught
5.55m
the Capsizing for
instability due to
water ingress

PROCEEDINGS UNDER IMO
On 4 October 1994 (i.e. five days after the incident), a proposal to establish a panel of experts to
look into all aspects of ro-ro safety was put forward by Mr. W.A. O'Neil leading to a SOLAS
Conference, which was convened in the shortest time possible, in November 1995 and succeeded
in the adoption of a series of amendments and new regulations incorporated in the Convention
applicable to both new and existing ro-ro passenger ships (and to other passenger ships). Further
work recommended by the same conference (e.g. on AIS, VDRs, passenger evacuation/escape
routes, etc.) has now all been completed.
It is, however, important to recall that there had been a considerable amount of work with a
direct bearing on ro-ro passenger ships' safety, which IMO had concluded even prior to the loss of
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the Estonia. For example, the "SOLAS 90" standard and the adoption of the ISM Code in 1994 had
its roots in concerns over ro-ro passenger ship constructional and operational safety.
The impact of the Estonia incident was to accelerate a comprehensive review of all aspects of roro ferry safety, including search and rescue requirements.
The Maritime Safety Committee (MSC), which met from 5 to 9 December 1994, established the
panel of experts, which reported to the MSC in May 1995. The IMO Assembly, meeting for its 19th
session in November 1995, adopted five resolutions directly relating to safety of roll on-roll off
passenger ships. The Assembly was followed immediately by the SOLAS conference on ro-ro
safety which adopted a series of regulations intended to ensure no repeat of the Estonia incident,
including stability regulations applicable to both new and existing ro-ro passenger ships as well as
operational requirements, such as that for an established working language. The conference also
adopted 12 resolutions relating to future work and it is safe to say that, 10 years later, all of the
work has now been completed.
The expert panel's reports and recommendations were considered by a Steering Committee,
which was established to co-ordinate the work of the panel of experts, in April and then by the
full MSC at its 65th session in May 1995.
•

19th IMO Assembly - November 1995 - adopted:

A.792(19) Safety culture in and around passenger ships.
A.793(19) Strength and securing and locking arrangements of shell doors on ro-ro passenger
ships.
A.794(19) Surveys and inspections of ro-ro passenger ships.
A.795(19) Navigational guidance and information scheme for ro-ro ferry operations.
A.796(19) Recommendations on a decision-support system for masters on passenger ships
•

SOLAS Conference 1995

The conference adopted a series of amendments to SOLAS, based on proposals put forward by
the Panel of Experts on the safety of roll on-roll off passenger ships which was established in
December 1994 following the sinking of the ferry Estonia.
The most important changes relate to the stability of ro-ro passenger ships in Chapter II-1.
The SOLAS 90 damage stability standard, which had applied to all ro-ro passenger ships built since
1990, was extended to existing ships in accordance with an agreed phase-in programme. Ships
that only meet 85% of the standard had to comply fully by 1 October 1998 and those meeting
97.5% or above, by 1 October 2005. (The SOLAS 90 standard refers to the damage stability
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standard in the 1988 (October) amendments to SOLAS adopted 28 October 1988 and entering
into force on 29 April 1990.)
The conference also adopted a new regulation 8-2, containing special requirements for ro-ro
passenger ships carrying 400 passengers or more. This is intended to phase out ships built to a
one-compartment standard and ensure that they can survive without capsizing with two main
compartments flooded following damage.
Amendments to other Chapters in the SOLAS Convention included changes to Chapter III, which
deals with life saving appliances and arrangements, including the addition of a section requiring
ro-ro passenger ships to be fitted with public address systems, a regulation providing improved
requirements for life-saving appliances and arrangements and a requirement for all passenger
ships to have full information on the details of passengers on board and requirements for the
provision of a helicopter pick-up or landing area.
Other amendments were made to Chapter IV (radiocommunications); Chapter V (safety of
navigation) - including a requirement that all ro-ro passenger ships should have an established
working language - and Chapter VI (carriage of cargoes).
The conference also adopted a resolution which permits regional arrangements to be made on
special safety requirements for ro-ro passenger ships.
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3.2. Boats with immigrants on board
Boat with Congolese Refugees Sinks: A boat with more than 300 Congolese
refugees on board travelling from Uganda to the Democratic Republic of Congo sank in Lake
Albert, which is between the two nations in March 22 2014. At least 250 people died, being many
of them children.
Lampedusa Migrant Shipwreck: An unnamed vessel carrying about 500 migrants
sank near the Italian island of Lampedusa in October 3 2013. Most of the victims were from
Entrea, Somalia, and Ghana. The Italian Coast Guard managed to rescue some 150 people, but
more than 360 perished. On April, 6, 2011(Italy), near 150 Somali refugees from Libya and Eritrea
disappeared after the sinking of their ship on the same area.
South Sudan Ferry Disaster: An estimated 200-300 women and children trying to
escape from the deadly infighting in South Sudan died, when the overloaded ferry they were
travelling in, capsized in January 14 2014. The accident occurred in the White Nile River in the
country’s northeast. All passengers on board were civilians.
On June, 17, 2003 (Italy), there was a shipwreck on the South of Sicily of a ship
carrying immigrants, from Libya, with a result of 67 victims and missing.
On October, 19, 2003 (Italy), 83 immigrants died or disappeared due to a shipwreck
opposite Sicily coasts.
On December, 20, 2009 (Turkey), near 70 immigrants died in Marmaris (Southwest
Turkey) due to the sinking of their ship, in which they were trying to reach Greece.
On April, 15, 2004 (Italy), 80 Immigrants, from Libya, deceased because of the
shipwreck in Sicily of their vessel.

ESTONIA
On 28 September 1994 the passenger ro-ro ship Estonia suddenly capsized in a severe storm in
the north Baltic Sea and sank with the loss of more than 850 lives. According to the final disaster
report the weather was rough, with a wind of 15 to 20 meters per second (29 to 39 knots; 34 to
45 mph), force 7–8 on the Beaufort scale and a significant wave height of 4 to 6 meters (13 to 20
feet compared with the highest measured significant wave height in the Baltic Sea of 7.7 meters
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The official report indicated that the locks on the bow door had failed from the strain of the
waves and the door had separated from the rest of the vessel, pulling ajar the ramp behind it.
When the visor came off the boat, the ramp that protected the car deck on the other side of the
visor dropped. The water flooded the car deck, destabilized the ship and began a catastrophic
chain of events that plunged the Estonia (Similar problems also sank the Herald of Free Enterprise
in 1987 and the MV Princess Victoria in 1953).
It is the deadliest shipwreck disaster to have occurred in the Baltic Sea in peacetime, being the
balance of 137 survivors and 852 victims.
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3.3. Non-passenger ship casualties
3.3.1.

AEGEAN SEA

Name
Aegean Sea

Date
3 December 1992

Location
Spain

Flag
Greek

Date of built
1973

Length
261.02m

Width
40.67m

Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

La Coruna, Galicia
79,000 tonnes

Cause of spill
Type of pollutant

Grounding
Light crude oil

67,000 tonnes

Ship type

Oil tanker

On 3 December 1992, the Greek ore carrier Aegean Sea was entering the harbor of La Coruna at 5
am, as a heavy storm was brewing, when she was steered off course and ran aground. She broke
in two and burst into flames. The bow sank fifty meters deep and the stern remained visible.
Apart from a few hundred cubic meters which were successfully pumped out of the stern, the
whole cargo spilled out. However a large part burnt in the fire or was dispersed in the sea. In
order to fight pollution, large clean-up operations were set up both on and off shore. Floating
booms were used to collect some 5,000 m³ of oil/water mix, which was then treated. Operations
also involved manual cleaning of the shoreline, in which some 1,200 m³ of sand and polluted
debris were collected and then burnt.
More than 300 km of shoreline was affected, in the area hit a decade earlier by the Urquiola spill.
This zone is important to the fishing industry and is particularly abundant in shellfish. There are
numerous salmon and turbot farms, bivalve purification facilities and mussel cultivation areas. In
an attempt to prevent the consumption of products from the area affected by the spill, regional
authorities (la Conselleria de Pesca, Marisqueo e Acuicultura de la Xunta de Galicia) introduced a
ban on fishing and on the sale of all seafood from the area.
As the situation returned to normal, the various bans in the affected area were gradually lifted
between January and September 1993 and despite a certain amount of reluctance on the
consumers' behalf about the quality of the produce, the industry gradually returned to normal.
However, this spill affected more than 4,000 fishermen, shellfish harvesters and fish farmers.
A claims office was opened in La Coruña shortly after the incident by the IOPC Fund (International
Oil Pollution Compensation Fund) and the Spanish Government. It received more than 900
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compensation claims from individuals, firms and cooperatives, totaling nearly 300 million euros.
Having little confidence in the possibility of amicable agreements, most claimants not only
opened discussion with the claims office, but also entered into legal proceedings. This slowed
down the compensation process and the Spanish Government had to advance compensations to
most fishermen and shellfish harvesters in 1993. A first judgment took place in 1996, followed by
an appeal judgment in 1997.
The captain and the harbor master were pronounced jointly responsible for the accident. As a
result, the owner of the vessel (along with the IOPC Fund) and the Spanish Government (the
harbor master's employer) were equally liable.
The majority of the tourism, fishing and fish farming claims were gradually settled. But the
shellfish harvesters' claims remained litigious. In 2000, the ship-owner, his insurer, the IOPC Fund,
the Government and the Galician authorities reached an agreement for the payment of a quarter
of the remaining 320 million euros claimed. Similarly to the Haven case (Italy), a decree-law had
to be passed by the Spanish Parliament before the final agreement was signed on 30 October
2002. The Spanish Government was bound by this agreement to take full responsibility for any
remaining claims.

Pumping operation. Source: Cedre
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3.3.2.

AMOCO CADIZ

Name
Amoco Cadiz

Date
16 March 1978

Location
France

Flag
Liberian

Date of built
1974

Accident area

Portsall,
North Cause of spill
Finistère
227,000 tonnes
Type of pollutant

Damage to ship

227,000 tonnes

Oil tanker

Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

Length
334m

Ship type

Width
51m

crude oil

On 16 March 1978, the oil tanker the Amoco Cadiz, transporting 227,000 tonnes of crude oil,
suffered a failure of her steering mechanism, and despite the efforts of the crew of a German tug
boat and two unsuccessful towing attempts, ran aground on Portsall Rocks, on the Breton coast.
The entire cargo spilled out as the breakers split the vessel in two, progressively polluting 360 km
of shoreline from Brest to Saint Brieuc.

Wreck of the Amoco Cadiz at Portsall. Photo: J. Le Fevre (Cedre)

This was the largest oil spill caused by a tanker grounding ever registered in the world. The
consequences of this accident were significant, and it caused the French Government to revise its
oil response plan (the Polmar Plan), to acquire equipment stocks (Polmar stocks), to impose traffic
lanes in the Channel and to create Cedre. The French Government, along with the local
communities affected, prosecuted the Amoco Company in the United States. After 14 years of
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complex proceedings, they eventually obtained 1,257 million francs (190 million euros), less than
half of the claimed amount.
The accident
On the morning of 16 March 1978, the oil tanker Amoco Cadiz, en route from the Persian Gulf to
Rotterdam with 227,000 tonnes of crude oil, drifted towards the Breton coast in a heavy storm
after a failure of her steering system. A German tug boat attempted to assist the tanker, however
the situation was difficult and the first towrope, thrown at 1:30 am, broke three hours later.
Despite all the efforts made by the crews of both ships, the Amoco Cadiz ran aground at 10 pm
near the small port of Portsall. Many tanks were broken in the accident and the first oil slicks
quickly reached the coast. The biggest oil slick ever seen due to a stranded tanker had just begun.
Within two weeks, the entire cargo had spilled out into the sea and, dragged by the winds and
currents, polluted more than 300 km of coast among the most beautiful and natural of Europe.
Seething with rage, inhabitants of damaged communities started a desperate fight against this
disaster. The French media diffused apocalyptic images of an immense oil slick which shocked the
nation.

Drift of the Amoco Cadiz
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3.3.3.

ANDROS PATRIA

Name
Andros Patria

Date
31 december 1978

Location
Spain

Flag
Greek

Date of built
1970

Length
323.71m

Width
48.21m

Accident area

off the coast of La
Coruna, Galicia
210,000 tonnes

Cause of spill

Explosion

Type of pollutant

60,000 tonnes

Ship type

Iranian heavy crude
oil
Oil tanker

Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

On December 31, 1978 a strong sea wave, due to the storm that was taking place on the North
Atlantic area, opened a crack in her side 21 meters above the waterline, while the ship was 30
miles on the north of Sisargas islands. Then there was an explosion and a fire, so the captain, his
wife, a child of them and 31 crew members abandoned the ship, leaving only 3 people on board
which were eventually the only survivors.
The explosion occurred in the port tank number three, and more than 50,000 T of oil were spilled
into the sea, but the wind and current courses at the time meant that the Galician coast was only
partially affected. Once the tugs arrived, to avoid the danger of the oil spill to the Galician coast, it
was ordered to tow offshore the wrecked vessel, with the intention of repairing the breach in the
hull, because Anglo-French authorities forbade the vessel to cross, in the conditions in which she
was, the waters of the English Channel.
Like France and Britain, neither Portugal nor Spain allowed the entry of the vessel in its waters for
fear of contamination.
Subsequently, it was agreed to make a transfer of the oil that remained in the tanks into the
English tanker "British Promise" in the south of the Azores since British and American
meteorological studies predicted good weather and calm sea in the area. Once lightened, she was
carried to Lisbon for repairing, but given the serious damage she suffered finally the choice was
scraping.
To fight against pollution, the Spanish Navy spread dispersants on two major oil slicks, partly
broken up by natural wave action. A small amount of pollution was observed on the coast,
measuring approximately 100 m.
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3.3.4.

BRAER

Name
Braer

Owner
BRAER Corp.

Date
5 January 1993

Flag
Liberian

Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

Location
Scotland

Date of built
1975

Length
241.51m

Width
40.06m

Southern tip of the Cause of spill
Shetlands
84,500 tonnes
Type of pollutant

Grounding

84,500 tonnes

Oil tanker

Ship type

Crude oil

On the night of 4 January 1993, while sailing in a heavy storm on the shortest but most dangerous
route from Norway to Canada, the Liberian oil tanker Braer suffered engine failure due to the
entrance of sea water in her bunkers. The rapid evacuation of the crew on the morning of 5
January and the lack of a high sea tug in the area meant that the ship could not be towed. She ran
aground west of Sumburgh Head, on the southern tip of the Shetlands at 11:19 am. The damage
to the tanker led to the release of her cargo of crude oil.
Heavy response equipment and specialized personnel were quickly sent to the site of the
accident, and the response team had to compete with media crews for the little housing available
on the island. Adverse weather conditions rendered response operations at sea impossible and
limited the onshore operations. The remaining oil therefore leaked from the vessel and was
naturally by wave action.
Effects of the accident
•
•

•

•

Every member of the crew was rescued and was unharmed.
Spill of the load and fuel: The impact on the coast was reduced due to the nature of the load and
the duration of the bad weather, which prevented the operations of fighting the pollution, but
helped dispersing the pollution in a natural way.
The wind projected the pollution to nearby homes and farms. 120 tons of dispersants were used
(Some owners filed complaints alleging that the dispersants and crude oil had damaged their
houses’ roofs).
Among 39 considered risky places, cleaning was just required in 9 of them.
More than 2,000 victims claimed compensation from the ship owner, his protection and
indemnity club and the International Oil Compensation Fund. The majority of the claims were
settled amicably within the three year time limit of the fund for such settlements. The remaining
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claimants embarked upon legal proceedings, which were mostly settled out of court within the
three following years. In October 2001 the last negotiations came to an end. Total payment for
this incident amounted to £58.4 million, out of which £52.2 million was paid by the IOPC Fund.
The incident generated considerable concern about shipping safety in the United Kingdom,
leading to a national inquiry, known as (Lord Donaldson's Inquiry). The report submitted, entitled
"Safer ships, cleaner seas", proposed several major changes in the national pollution prevention
and response organizations.
British administration actions:
•
•
•
•

It preserved the lives of the member of the crew
The coastguard reacted late while the vessel approached to the land and the captain obtained
permission from the ship owner to get a commercial towing operation.
It fought the pollution with dispersants
British authorities imposed an exclusion zone for fishing, banned the capture and sale of all
species of fish and shellfish.

Conclusion of the accident
•
•
•

A cause so apparently minor: broken vents of a fuel tank and the subsequent entry of salt water in
the fuel tanks.
The absence of a tugboat height of Maritime Authority and the delay in finding a suitable tug
towing operation delayed the actions taken.
More than 2,000 victims claimed compensation from the ship owner, his protection and
indemnity club and the International Oil Compensation Fund. The payment for this incident
amounted to £ 58.4 million, out of which was paid £ 52.2 million by the IOPC Fund.
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3.3.5.

CASTILLO DE BELLVER

Name
Castillo de Bellver
Flag
Spanish
Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

Date
6 August 1983

Date of built
1978

Length
334.02m

Location
South Africa
Width
55.05m

Draught
3m

64 km off Table Bay Cause of spill
250,000 tonnes
Type of pollutant

Explosion
Light crude oil

150,000 to 160,000 Ship type
tonnes

Oil tanker

The incident
On 6 August 1983, the Spanish oil tanker Castillo de Bellver, transporting 250,000 tonnes of light
crude oil, was around 80 km off Table Bay (South Africa) when it exploded and went up in flames.
The ship was drifting off the coast and broke in two, generating a spill of 50 to 60 thousand
tonnes of light crude. The stern section of the Castillo de Bellver capsized and sank on 7 August in
deep waters 36 km off the coast, with 100,000 tonnes of oil remaining in its tanks. The bow
section was then towed away from the coast and was eventually sunk using explosives.
The accident area is an ecologically and economically sensitive area as it harbours rich flora and
fauna. It is also home to a large seabird population. Moreover, 50% of South African lobster and
fish landings are caught in this zone, which is an important reproduction area for fish.
Response
The weather conditions were conducive to spill response; if this had not been the case the
situation could have been disastrous for the environment. Some 230 m3 of diluted dispersant and
4 m3 of dispersant concentrate were sprayed at the edge of the slick, preventing it from coming
less than 32 km from the shore.
Impact
Prevailing winds pushed the slick offshore, resulting in little coastal pollution. According to tests
conducted on samples of sediment, plankton and water, no abnormal presence of hydrocarbons
was detected. Furthermore, impacts on fishing and the environment were negligible.
Actions from the Spanish and South African Administrations
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South African authorities coordinated the search and rescue operation and established the
necessary measures to preserve the marine environment.
Some 230 m3 of diluted dispersant and 4 m3 of dispersant concentrate were sprayed at the edge
of the slick, preventing it from coming less than 32 km from the shore.
In agreement with the insurer, the charterer and the ship owner towed offshore the stern and
sank with explosive charges.
Spanish administration designated a commission for the investigation.
Conclusion of the accident
The cause of the accident could not be determined. The Investigation Commission established
likely hypothesis that pointed out to a deficient maintenance of the vessel, to deficient structural
conditions and to the inert gas system effectiveness, as it was considered that there could be an
explosive atmosphere inside the tanks.
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3.3.6.

CASTOR

Name
Castor

Flag
Cypriot
Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

Date
31 December 2000

Date of built
1977

Length
-

Location
Morocco

Width
-

Off Nador
29,500 tonnes

Cause of spill
Type of pollutant

0

Ship type

Draught
Damage to ship
Unleaded petrol
(gasoline)
Oil tanker

On 26 December 2000, the Cypriot oil tanker Castor was on its way from Romania to Nigeria with
a cargo of 29,500 tonnes of unleaded petrol (gasoline) when it encountered deteriorating weather
conditions off Nador (Morocco). During the night of 30 December, a 24 m crack formed on the
main deck of the vessel. The crew was evacuated due to the risk generated by gasoline vapors. A
salvage team, hired by the owner, took control of the ship.
Emergency repairs were performed to reinforce the structure. Because of the nature of the cargo,
several harbors refused the tanker. Consequently, from day 5 to 24 January, the ship Castor was
maintained about 63 kilometers from the coast. There the operations of inerting the tanks of the
vessel and the transfer of some 6,000 tons of fuel to another vessel were what reduced the risk of
explosion and fracture. This allowed his trip to Greece, to be scrapped in Piraeus after
downloading the rest of the cargo to another vessel on the deep sea off the coast of Malta. The
American Bureau of Shipping subsequently discovered that the rate corrosion of Castor was
fifteen times greater than expected. Since this accident, Turkish authorities are rigorously
inspecting all tankers, especially those with "flags of convenience".
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3.3.7.

ERIKA

Name

Date

Location

Erika

12 December 1999

France

Owner

Classification Society

P&I Club

Tevere Shipping (Malta)

RINA

Steamship Mutual
underwriting Association

Flag

Date of built

Length

Draught

Maltese

1975

184m

10.9m

Engine
Sulze- 13,200
horsepower

Bunker
280 tonnes

Shipbuilding
Deadweight
Kasado Dock Co 37,283 tonnes
Ltd Japan
Accident area
Quantity transported
Quantity spilled

Bay of Biscay
Cause of spill
31,000 tonnes
Type of pollutant
Between 19,000 and Ship type
20,000 tonnes

Details on the
type
Single-hulled oil
tanker with
separate ballasts
Tanks
9 cargo tanks, 4
ballasts
Damage to ship
Heavy fuel oil (n 6)
Oil tanker

The accident
On 11 December 1999, the Maltese tanker, Erika, loaded with 31,000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil
(n°6), en route from Dunkirk (France) to Livorno (Italy) in very rough sea conditions (westerly
wind, force 8 to 9, with 6 m swell), was faced with structural problems off the Bay of Biscay. After
sending an alert message, then proceeding to transfer cargo from tank to tank, the captain
informed the French authorities that the situation was under control and that he was heading to
the port of Donges, at reduced speed.
On the 12, at 6:05 am he sent a Mayday: the ship was breaking in two. A rescue operation was
immediately launched and the crew was winched to safety by French Navy helicopters, backed up
by Royal Navy reinforcements, in extremely difficult conditions. The Erika split in two at 8:15 am
(local time) in international waters, about thirty miles south of Penmarc'h (Southern Brittany). The
quantity of oil spilt at that time was estimated between 7,000 and 10,000 tonnes.
The bow sank the following night, a small distance away from the place where the ship had
broken up. The stern was taken in tow by the salvage tug Abeille Flandre on 12 December, at 2:15
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pm, to avoid it drifting towards the French island of Belle-Ile, and it sank the following day at 2:50
pm. The two parts of the wreck ended up 10 km apart from each other, 120 m deep.

Slick drift
Initial aerial survey missions carried out by the French Customs and Navy planes reported slicks
drifting at sea, one of which was 15 km long and estimated at 3,000 tonnes. The slicks were
moving eastwards at a speed of about 1.2 knots.
On the following days, the aerial observations highlighted a series of slicks made up of thick
patches (5 to 8 cm) which tended to split up while continuing to drift parallel to the coast. On 16
December, small slicks of approximately 100 m in diameter gathered in a 25 km long and 5 km
wide zone. As of 17 December, they showed a tendency to sink a few centimetres underneath the
sea surface.
The first incidences of the oil on the coast were noticed in Southern Finistère 11 days after the
accident, on 23 December. Scattered landings continued the following days, hitting the islands of
Groix and Belle-Ile on 25 December, and the Vendée region, north of the island of Noirmoutier, on
27 December. Owing to rough weather conditions (wind over 100 km/h, blowing perpendicular to
the coast) and very high tide coefficients, the pollution was thrown up very high on the foreshore,
reaching the top of cliffs exceeding 10 metres.
On 26 December, 14 days after the sinking, the island of Groix, opposite Lorient, was severely
affected and the bulk of the pollution reached the north and south banks of the Loire River. A
viscous oil layer, 5 to 30 cm thick and several metres wide, covered parts of the shoreline.
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A Claims Office was opened jointly by the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 92 (IOPC
Fund) and the Ship Protection and Indemnity (P&I) Club in the City of Lorient soon after the oil
began to hit the coast. A total of 76 million FF (11.4 million euros) was allocated to compensating
potential victims, through the ship owner's insurance. Additional compensation was made
available through IOPC funds, reaching up to 1.119 billion FF (168 million euros), making a total of
1.195 billion FF (179 million euros).
In its judgment, the Criminal Court of First Instance held the following four parties criminally liable
for the offense of causing pollution: the representative of the shipowner (Tevere Shipping), the
president of the management company (Panship Management and Services Srl), the classification
society (RINA) and Total SA.
The representative of the ship-owner and the president of the management company were
sentenced to pay a fine of €75 000 each. RINA and Total SA were sentenced to pay a fine of
€375000 each.
Regarding civil liabilities, the judgment held the four condemned parties jointly and severally
liable for the damage caused by the incident.
Damage Awarded
Material Damage
Moral Damage (loss of enjoyment, damage to
reputation and brand image, moral damage
arising from damage to the natural heritage)
Pure environmental damage
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Criminal Court of Appeal (million €)
165.4
34.1

4.3
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Total

203.8

Taking into account the amounts paid in compensation by Total SA following the judgment of the
Criminal Court of First Instance, the balance to be compensated by the representative of the
shipowner (Tevere Shipping), the president of the management company (Panship Management
and Services Srl) and the classification society (RINA) was €32.5 million.
Measures in UE
The measures already taken by the European Union to avoid tanker accidents Since the
catastrophe of "Erika", which ran aground on 12 December 1999 polluting almost 400 km of the
French coastline, the European Union has made considerable progress towards improving
maritime safety. The adoption of the measures of the Erika I package and most of those of the
Erika II package was a major step towards putting effective rules into place to increase maritime
safety and to counter the risks of oil spills. Thanks to these measures substandard ships and
floating rust buckets should disappear from Europe's waters within the next two years.
‘Erika I’ addresses the most serious gaps in the maritime safety rules revealed by the oil spill of
December 1999:
First, it strengthens the existing Directive on port State control. The number of thorough
inspections of ships in EU ports has been greatly increased. Over 4,000 vessels considered to
represent particular risks will be subject to mandatory structural inspections each year. Ships
repeatedly found to be in a bad condition will be black-listed, and refused access to EU ports.
Second, it strengthens the existing Directive governing the activities of classification societies,
which conduct structural safety checks of ships on behalf of flag States. The quality requirements
for classification societies have been raised. Approval to operate within the EU will be conditional
on continued meeting of these requirements and the performance of the classification societies
will be strictly monitored. Failure to meet the standards will result in temporary or permanent
withdrawal of the Community approval to operate on behalf of EU Member States.
Third, it brought forward the timetable for the worldwide phasing out of single hull oil tankers.
Double hull tankers offer better protection for the environment in case of an accident. Because of
this, IMO had decided that only double hull oil tankers should be constructed as from 1996.
However, the gradual replacement of single hulls by double hulls was spread over a very long
period ending in 2026. The EU insisted to accelerate this process, which the maritime world
accepted after tough negotiations. The industry has followed quickly and double hull tankers now
represent almost half of the world tonnage.
The last single hull tankers will be banned from EU waters by 2015 according to the new
international and EU standards (Regulation 1726 /2003 accelerates the vessels banned)
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The Commission will also step up its monitoring of classification societies and, where necessary,
propose that their recognition be suspended.
‘Erika II’ measures provide the practical solutions to underpin the "Erika I" measures:
First, the creation of a European Agency of Maritime Safety (EMSA) to monitor the effectiveness
of EU maritime safety rules. Member States and candidate countries are under increasing
pressure to apply a number of new safety requirements, and to harmonize their inspection and
control procedures. The new agency will support their efforts by collecting information,
maintaining a maritime safety database, auditing classification societies, and organizing port state
control inspections in the Member States. It will also facilitate exchanges of good practice
between Member States and provide technical assistance to the Commission in all fields relating
to maritime safety and the prevention of marine pollution. Pending a decision by the European
Council on the location of the agency, the Commission will provisionally host it in its own premises
in Brussels.
Second, a Directive which establishes a notification system for improved monitoring of traffic in,
or passing through, European waters. Member States will be given strengthened powers to
intervene when there is a threat of accident or pollution. Ships in EU waters will be required to fit
automatic identification systems for the automatic communication with coastal authorities and
voyage data recorders (black boxes) to facilitate accident investigation. The Directive will improve
procedures for the shared use of data about dangerous cargoes, and allow ports to prevent the
departure of ships in extreme weather conditions. It will also require each maritime Member
State to establish places of refuge for ships in distress.
Third, by drawing attention to payment of compensation to victims of oil spills and proposing to
improve the current international mechanism in this area. The Commission proposed to raise the
upper limits on the amounts payable in the event of major spills in European waters (up to €1
billion from the current ceilings of €200 million), and to ensure that adequate penalties are
imposed on those who cause pollution damage by negligent behavior.
This proposal did not result to EU legislation, but has triggered a substantial revision and
improvement of the international oil pollution compensation system, the IOPC Fund.
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3.3.8.

EXXON VALDEZ

Name
Exxon Valdez

Flag
American
Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

Date
24 March 1989

Date of built
1986

Length
300.85

Location
USA

Width
50.65

Draught
-

Prince
William Cause of spill
Sound, Alaska
180,000 tonnes
Type of pollutant

Grounding

38,500 tonnes

Oil tanker

Ship type

Crude oil

The accident
On 24 March 1989, the American oil tanker the Exxon Valdez, which had just loaded 180,000
tonnes of crude oil at Valdez oil terminal, moved away from the shipping lane to avoid meeting
with drifting ice blocks. The captain ordered the helm holder to switch to automatic pilot. Less
than 30 minutes later, the ship ran aground at speed of 12 knots on Bligh Reef, situated some 10
m deep in Prince William Strait, an important fishing area.
The grounding damaged 11 of the 18 tanks and caused 38,500 tonnes of crude oil to be spilled.
More than 7,000 km2 of oil slicks polluted 800 km of coasts (2,000 km including all the small
islands and inlets).
The city of Valdez had already been traumatised 25 years earlier by a devastating earthquake. The
whole city was entirely rebuilt and became, in 1976, a major crude oil port.
This spill of 38,500 tonnes of crude oil made the Exxon Valdez the vessel responsible for the
largest oil spill that the US had ever experienced.
This spill was a huge shock for the United States and the Exxon company, who had never imagined
such a disaster possible.
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In the top left-hand corner the Exxon Valdez. On the whole photo, the oil slick coming from this oil
tanker (Source Cedre)
Response
During 1989, 11,000 people were employed by Exxon to clean up the damage as quickly and
efficiently as possible. Tens of thousands of volunteers and unprecedented means were made
available (1,400 ships, 85 helicopters and 1,100 people) to save sea birds and mammals and to
clean the shore one beach after another.
In 1990, 1,100 people continued clean-up operations. This workforce was costly; Exxon paid each
worker 1,000 dollars per week.
Bioremediation, the acceleration or promotion of natural breakdown processes by microorganisms, was used. The reduction in the amount of oil covering the surfaces treated was three
times more quickly. This technique is therefore recommended for clean-up.
Exxon’s expenses
By 1st June 1989, 3 months after the oil tanker grounded, the expenses incurred by Exxon had
reached 135 million Dollars. They had increased to 300 million Dollars by 1st July 1989 and by
early 2006 had reached almost 2.5 billion Dollars.
These expenses were not in vain, as 3 years on, 500 of the 800 km of oiled coastline had been
cleaned. Despite this progress, residual pollution regularly continued to affect certain species and
the consequences of the 1989 incident on wildlife were undoubtedly considerably higher than
indicated by the initial report, which made reference to 250,000 seabirds, 2,800 otters and 300
seals directly affected by the oil from the Exxon Valdez.
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In 1991, an agreement between the Federal Government of Alaska and Exxon established a total
bill of 1.15 billion Dollars divided as follows: a criminal plea agreement of 150 million Dollars,
criminal restitution of 100 million Dollars for the repair of damage caused by the spill and a civil
settlement to the value of 900 million Dollars paid by Exxon’s civil liability. In 2004, after
numerous legal strategies, Exxon was condemned to pay 4.5 billion Dollars of punitive damages.
The company appealed on this sentence.
Consequences of the disaster
This disaster resulted in the "double hull" amendment of 6 March 1992 being promulgated and
voted in for all vessels built after 6 July 1996 (MARPOL convention, rule 13F).
Legal proceedings were initiated against Exxon by the American Civil Service, several associations
and individuals. Exxon in turn took action against its insurers.
In the court cases, many accusations were made against the Exxon Valdez captain, such as alcohol
consumption before embarking the ship, insufficient supervision of the crew, automatic pilot
engaged too soon and dangerous attempts to leave the place where the ship ran aground.
Environmental impacts
Ten years after the disaster, the mortality rate of certain species or eggs still remained abnormally
high, although no link with the shipwrecking of the Exxon Valdez could be clearly confirmed by
experts.
The process of affected populations regaining their natural balance may have been delayed by the
persistence of pockets of fresh oil buried in the sediments.
Reactions after accident of EXXON VALDEZ:
USA: Approval of the United States Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90), which ordered the
immediate phase out in U.S. waters of single-hulled tankers.
IMO: This disaster resulted in the "double hull" amendment of 6 March 1992 being promulgated
and voted in for all vessels built after 6 July 1996 (MARPOL convention, rules 13F and 13G).
Regulation 13F required all new tankers contracted on or after July 6 in 1993 of 600 DWT or more
must be built with double hull (the design depends of DWT). 13F also specifies that other designs
may be accepted as alternative to double hull, such as to incorporate a so-called “mid-deck”
under which the pressure within the cargo tank does not exceed the external hydrostatic water
pressure.
Regulation 13G applies to existing crude oil tankers of 20,000 DWT and above and product
tankers of 30,000 DWT and above. The MARPOL Protocol of 1978 required segregated ballast
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tanks on all new tankers of 20,000 DWT and above and it was applicable in 1982, and aimed to
ban single hull tanker. The regulation 13 G was amended in a sequence is summarized below. On
July 6, 1993 came into force some amendments to MARPOL 73/78 adopted by the IMO on March
6, 1992. Regarding the existing single hull oil tankers delivered after 1 June 1982, or those
delivered before June 1, 1982 which had been adapted to meet the requirements of MARPOL
73/78 on segregated ballast tanks and their protective location, the deadline is at most 2026.
The April 27, 2001, at its 46th session, the MEPC adopted new and important amendments to the
Regulation 13G of the Protection Committee of the IMO Marine Environment in which a new
accelerated removal of oil is introduced single hull. The final date for single hull oil tankers should
be phased out is the anniversary of the date of delivery of the ship in accordance with a schedule
starting in 2003 until 2007 for Category 1 tankers and up to 2015 for the categories 2 and 3.
UE: The first EU regulation to deal with double hulled oil tankers and segregated ballast tanks was
adopted November 21, 1994 and went into force on January 1, 1996. Regulation 2978/9473 had
as its objective to promote the use of environmentally friendly oil tankers to, from and within EU
ports. After the Erika and Prestige accidents, the EU forced the accelerated phase out of single
hull tankers by Regulations 417/2002 and 1726/2003.
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3.3.9.

MSC FLAMINIA

Name
MSC Flaminia
Flag
German
Accident area
Quantity
transported
Charterer

Date
14 July 2012
Date of built
2001

Length
300m

Location
International waters
Width
-

Draught
14.5m

South-west of the Cause of spill
English channel
2,876 containers
Details on type

Explosion/fire

MSC (Mediterranean Ship type
Shipping Company)

Container ship

6750 TEU, single hull

The incident
On 14 July 2012, in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, a violent explosion (whose cause remains as
yet unexplained) occurred in hold n°4 of 300 metre-long container ship MSC Flaminia, en route
from Charleston (US) to Antwerp (Belgium) with 2,876 containers onboard.
A crew member who was attempting to extinguish the fire caused by this explosion was reported
missing. A second seaman died from his injuries. Three other injured crew were taken to Azores,
while another ship transported the rest of the crew (German, Polish and Filipino nationals) to
Southampton (England).
A second explosion occurred four days later, on 18 July. The fire raged for 9 days and spread to
two other holds.
The container ship, abandoned by its crew, was listing by 11° due to the displacement of the cargo
and the filling of the holds with the extinguishing water. The superstructure, engine room and
steering system were unaffected by the fire.
The number of containers that had fallen overboard was unknown.
In mid-October, a third crew member died from his injuries.
Response
Before considering letting the MSC Flaminia enter a European port, experts inspected the vessel
to ensure that there were no further fire or explosion hazards in the containers and that the
structures were sufficiently solid to withstand towing, despite the intensity of the explosions and
fire.
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After a period spent in international waters during which the fire was brought under control and
stability restored, permission was issued on 19 August for the ship to be taken to British waters.
The salvage and towing operations privately organised by the German shipowner were carried out
by Dutch company SMIT.
The MSC Flaminia was towed by the Fairmount Expedition, assisted by the Anglian Sovereign, on
charter to the UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency, and Italian tug Carlo Magno.
On 23 August, the ship arrived near Lizard Point where it underwent an in-depth inspection by an
international team to determine whether it was safe to tow the vessel to Germany, its Flag State,
which had offered refuge to the vessel.
Delayed by adverse weather conditions, the MSC Flaminia and its tugs set off on the morning of 3
September, passing through the Channel towards the Pas-de-Calais and then on to
Wilhelmshaven.
During the journey through French territorial waters, the convoy was accompanied by the French
State-chartered tug Abeille Languedoc. In Dutch waters, the Dutch vessel Arca accompanied the
stricken vessel.
On 9 September 2012, the MSC Flaminia arrived in the German port of Wilhelmshaven. Work
began on the vessel a fortnight after its arrival. Once the extinguishing water has been removed,
the cargo will need to be unloaded and the ship repaired.

MSC Flaminia at berth, September 2012 © Havariekommando
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Map showing the position of the MSC Flaminia - Click to enlarge - © Maritime Bulletin
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3.3.10.

HERALD OF FREE ENTERPRISE

Name
Herald of Free Enterprise

Flag

Date
built

British 1980

Date
6 March 1987

of Length
131.91m

Accident area Port of Zeebrugge
Quantities
transported

Ship type
Owner

Location
Belgium

Width

Draught

Shipyard

22.19m

5.72m

Schichau Unterweser,
Bremerhaven, Germany

Cause
of Loading/unloading
spill
Type of
over 100 different
Pollutants
dangerous chemicals
including : tribasic lead
sulphate, toluene diisocyanate, paint wastes,
hydroquinone, leather
paint, diluted cyanide
solutions, 13 types of
liquefied and pressurized
gases (such as chlorine
trifluoride, hydrogen
bromide …)

46.6 tonnes of
dangerous chemicals:
19.9 tonnes of tribasic
lead sulphate
+ 5.5 tonnes of toluene
di-isocyanate
+ 7.8 tonnes of paint
wastes
+ 5 tonnes of
hydroquinone
+ 5 tonnes of leather
paint
+ 400 kg of diluted
cyanide solutions
+ 260 kg of liquefied and
pressurized gases
Passenger ship
Details on
type
Compañía Naviera S.A., Operator
Athens, Greece

Car Ferry
Townsend Thoresen, Great
Britain

On 6 March 1987, the British car ferry Herald of Free Enterprise was leaving the port of Zeebrugge
(Belgium) while the doors were still open due to an officer’s carelessness. Water rushed inside the
ship with a flow rate of 200 tonnes per minute. Destabilized by the volume of water and by the
sliding of vehicles on her left side, the ferry capsized and sank 10 m deep near the port.
Operations were carried out to rescue the crew and the passengers. The other priority was to
recover the cargo which was made up of 46.6 tonnes of various dangerous chemicals.
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In this shipwrecking, about 200 people were drowned, and several containers, drums and bottles
of chemicals were lost at sea. It remained difficult to assess the environmental hazard the
dangerous cargo constituted, because so little was known of the toxicity of most of the chemicals
for marine organisms. Moreover, an important factor to take into consideration was the fact that
once released into the marine environment many chemicals react or degrade to form potentially
toxic substances.
Firstly, a simplified scenario was used to quickly determine the extent of the sea area in which
concentrations considered lethal for marine organisms could be reached. Then, environmental
monitoring was performed in order to ensure the safety of personnel involved in operations and
also to assess the extent and impact of a possible spill in the marine environment.
Refloating the ferry took 52 days and represented a major technical achievement. Although only
half of the dangerous cargo was recovered, environmental damage was kept to a minimum.
PROCEEDINGS UNDER IMO
Shortly after the Herald of Free Enterprise disaster in 1987, the United Kingdom came to IMO with
a request that a series of emergency measures by considered for adoption.
The Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) adopted the first package of amendments to the
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) in April 1988, including a new
regulation requiring indicators on the navigating bridge for all doors which, if left open, could lead
to major flooding of a special category space or a ro-ro cargo space, as well as means such as
monitoring to detect water leakage. Another new regulation required monitoring of special
category and ro-ro spaces to detect undue movement of vehicles in adverse weather, fire, the
presence of water or unauthorized access by passengers whilst the ship is underway.
Another amendment dealt with provision of supplementary emergency lighting for ro-ro
passenger ships. The amendments entered into force on 22 October 1989, 18 months after
adoption, the minimum time period allowed under SOLAS.
Further amendments were adopted in October 1988 at a special MSC session requested and paid
for by the United Kingdom. The amendments adopted entered into force on 29 April 1990 and
have become known as the "SOLAS 90" standard, relating to the stability of passenger ships in the
damaged condition. In fact, work on developing this standard had begun following the accident
involving the European Gateway, which had capsized following a collision with another ship in
1982, and ended up lying on her side in relatively shallow water with only five lives lost.
The amendment applied to ships built after 29 April 1990 and stipulated that the maximum angle
of heel after flooding but before equalization shall not exceed 15 degrees.
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Further amendments to SOLAS were adopted by the MSC in April 1989, also entering into force on
1 February 1992. The most important dealt with openings in watertight bulkheads in passenger
ships. From 1 February 1992 new ships have had to be equipped with power-operated sliding
doors, except in specific cases, which must be capable of being closed from a console on the
bridge in not more than 60 seconds. All watertight doors must be kept closed except in
exceptional circumstances.
In May 1990, new amendments relating to the subdivision and damage stability of cargo ships
(including freight-only ro-ro ships) were adopted, applying to ships of 100 metres or more in
length built after 1 February 1992. The amendments were based upon the so-called
"probabilistic" concept of survival, originally developed through study of data relating to collisions
collected by IMO.
At its 16th Assembly in October 1989, IMO adopted resolution A.647(16), Guidelines on
Management for the Safe Operation of Ships and for Pollution Prevention.
The purpose of these Guidelines was to provide those responsible for the operation of ships with
a framework for the proper development, implementation and assessment of safety and pollution
prevention management in accordance with good practice.
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3.3.11.

MSC NAPOLI

Name
Date
MSC Napoli
18 January 2007
Ship manager
P&I Club
Zodiac Maritime Agency London Steamship Owners
Ltd
Mutual Insurance
Association

Location
Western Channel
Classification Society
Bureau Veritas (1991-2002)
Der Norske Veritas (2002)

Flag

Date of built

Length

Width

Draught

British

1991

275.67m

38.18m

13.52m

Shipyard

Deadweight

Engine

Cargo

Samsung
Shipbuilding
& Heavy
Industries Co
Ltd (Koje,
South Korea)
1991

1991

Sulzer-51,933 2,318
horsepower
containers
(41,730
tonnes)

Accident area
Products
transported
Type of pollutants

Ship type

North of Trégastel, Cause of spill
Côtes d’Amor
Various goods
Quantity
transported
Various goods +
Quantities
bunker fuel oil
spilled

Container ship

Details on type

Owner

Metvale
Limited
Bunker
Marine
fuel
diesel
3,512
Metvale
tonnes of Limited
IFO 380

Structural damage
41,730 tonnes
119 containers of
various goods
+ 50 tonnes of IFO 380
+ 150 tonnes of marine
diesel oil
Capacity: 4 500 TEU

The incident
On 18 January 2007, the UK-registered container ship MSC Napoli, on passage from Antwerp
(Belgium) to Sines (Portugal), was caught in severe weather conditions – Beaufort force 10 to 11
southwesterly winds, 5 to 10 metre waves) at the west end of the English Channel, and suffered a
crack in the hull, both on port and starboard sides level with the bridge.
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The leaks sprung flooded the machine room and the head mechanic decided to stop the main
engine. The captain immediately transmitted a distress call at around 10:30 (GMT) received by
Falmouth MRCC and CROSS Corsen, who worked together to coordinate response.
The French Navy helicopter Super Frelon arrived onsite at 10:53 and confirmed the presence of a
crack in the hull. The vessel developed at list and the Master ordered the crew to abandon ship at
11:15. The French authorities requested assistance from the British Coastguards to rescue the
crew. In the early afternoon, two Royal Navy Sea King helicopters of 771 Squadron (RNAS,
Culdrose) airlifted the 26 crew members (including seamen from Bulgaria, Ukraine, Turkey, India
and the Philippines, as well as two young British cadets) to safety, rescuing them from their life
boats drifting 100 km north of Ouessant Island.
This was the beginning of an affair which was to last 924 days.

The MSC Napoli (Source: French Navy)
Response organization
This incident was initially a purely maritime matter. Search And Rescue (SAR) operations were
conducted at sea, initially in the French zone of the English Channel, until the SOSREP gave
directions for salvage actions in accordance with the procedures described in the Mancheplan and
NCP. The setting up of response units and the Environment Group were also in accordance with
the NCP.
However, with the beaching of the vessel so close to land, the incident acquired a substantial
‘land’ component. Similar incidents have been known to happen in the past. However the Napoli
incident was on a much larger scale with the potential hazard not being only from the oil, but also
from the dangerous goods on board the vessel.
Due to the perceived potential risk to the public, a major incident plan procedure was invoked
under the lead of the Police. There were therefore two response structures involved in the MSC
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Napoli incident: the SOSREP, with the SCU and the MRC for marine response and the Police and
Local Resilience Forum (LRF) for land response. Each organization structure was valid for its
purpose and both ran almost separately, side-by-side.
There was obviously a need for co-operation and information flow between the two structures,
but no need for one to be dominant to the other. Because this situation had not previously been
exercised, and because there was little knowledge of the marine aspect within the land-based
organizations, there was some initial confusion about roles and responsibilities. However, these
initial problems were rapidly overcome and a combined organization structure was evolved.
Response to oil pollution
During the period from the beginning of towing until the vessel was re-floated on Monday 9 July
2007, it is estimated that 50 tonnes of the IFO-380 grade and 150 tonnes of MDO were lost. In
addition, until the end of operations on the wreck, there was further loss of a combination of oil
‘residues’, consisting of lubricating oil, MDO, gas oil, some IFO-380 and bilge oil, in varying
quantities according to the types of operations. It is estimated that a total of 302 tonnes of oil was
lost from the MSC Napoli in 2007.
When the MSC Napoli was beached in Lyme Bay, a significant oil pollution risk emerged.
Personnel and equipment from the MCA and private stockpiles were rapidly mobilised and this
equipment was onsite from 20 January. Furthermore, following the activation of the Mancheplan,
the Elan and the Argonaute remained onsite upon request by the UK authorities.
The area was monitored by aerial surveillance and counter pollution measures were taken to
protect sensitive sites by the deployment of booms, around the vessel itself and at the rivers Axe
and Brit as precautionary measures. No major oil spill happened, but several minor oil spills were
dealt with promptly as they occurred during the period when the oil was being pumped out. The
largest individual oil spill occurred on 23 January and was estimated to have been of 9 tonnes.
Approximately one tonne of dispersant was used to treat this spilled oil at sea.
The oil washed up on the shore in small quantities was often combined with debris from the burst
containers. DRS Demolition, the contractors appointed by the ship owner’s insurers, recovered
the oil and oily debris from the shore for disposal at Environment Agency approved sites.
The MCA reported that a single fuel tank containing 200 m3 was damaged and not entirely
emptied. It was decided that the remaining 3,512 tonnes of IFO and 152 tonnes of MDO would be
removed. To do so, the Forth Fisher was chartered by Smit International.Pumping operations
began on 23rd (almost half of the cargo was pumped out over the weekend) and continued day
and night, until 6 February from the various tanks and holds onboard. The high viscosity of the
IFO meant that it had to be “hot tapped” prior to pumping and a water injection system had to be
used. Divers plugged a pipe leak on 25th. This operation mitigated the major pollution risk and
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some of the counter pollution means were demobilised. Only the means needed to respond to
minor spills remained mobilised. These measures were occasionally reinforced when refloating
the wreck and in July when using explosives.
On the French side, in late January, ten days after the beaching of the Napoli, the pollution
reached the north coast of Brittany, where surveys were carried out by agents from Cedre’s pilot
response and training team. Patties, some with a diameter of up to a metre, and tar balls
sporadically polluted certain beaches in the Finistère and Côtes-d’Armor areas over a period of
ten days and along 100 km of coastline. The oil was mixed with small plastic packets of chocolate
biscuits.
Suspicions of the Napoli having caused these arrivals were rapidly confirmed by chemical analysis
of the fuel oil (conducted by LASEM and Cedre) as well as by the confirmation by the biscuit
manufacturer that this cargo had indeed been onboard the vessel (250,000 packets of chocolate
biscuits). These arrivals matched up with the leaks of fuel oil and the loss of containers during the
first few hours and during towing when the vessel was still in the west end of the Channel. Daily
overflights did not pick up these scattered traces at sea, with the exception of a few infrequent
patches of sheen which naturally dispersed. An observation and alert network was set up through
the mobilisation of professional fishermen, lifeboat personnel and semaphores.
The French Polmar land contingency plan was not activated. Clean-up operations were carried out
by local personnel, mainly manually. In early March, surveys conducted jointly by representatives
of a private company which took part in clean-up, technical experts from ITOPF (International
Tanker Owners Pollution Federation) contracted by the shipowner and agents from Cedre
concluded that the beaches were clean and that further clean-up operations on rocky foreshores,
where scattered residual traces of weather oil remained, was inappropriate.
Vigipol, the joint union for the protection of the Breton shoreline, then the community of PerrosGuirec and the region of Brittany decided to make a claim against the pollution of the Breton
shoreline.
Lessons learnt
The various reports drawn up by the MCA on the entire operation, CEFAS on environmental
impact studies, the Marine Accident Investigation Branch on the causes and circumstances
surrounding the accident and Devon County Council on the on land repercussions of the beaching
of the MSC Napoli provide a large number of lessons to be learnt and recommendations.
These indications cover a wide range of aspects from shipbuilding regulations, severe weather
shipping rules, container ships to response organisation at sea and on land, and their
coordination, all technical aspects of response both in terms of counter pollution measures and
wreck handling etc. An article could be written on this data alone.
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The MSC Napoli accident touches upon certain very topical issues: container ships, containers lost
overboard, local involvement in the management of marine pollution. The concept of places of
refuge was put into practice. The UK authorities made a brave decision by beaching the MSC
Napoli near the coast at an emblematic site. Given the ship's condition which was threatening to
split, this option proved to be an effective way of reducing the impact of the pollution and
facilitating removal and pumping operations. The local communities were informed and involved
in decision-making, for instance for certain site protection measures. They were confronted with
the concept of places of refuge in practice, with the fear of their environment being sacrificed.
Finally, the efficient cooperation established through the Mancheplan and the Bonn Agreement,
as well as support through the mobilisation of personnel and equipment, are worthy of note.

The MSC Napoli (source: French Navy)
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3.3.12.

NEW FLAME

Name
New Flame
Flag
Panamanian
Accident area
Quantity
transported
Charterer

Date
12 August 2007
Date of built
-

Length
-

Location
Gibraltar
Width
-

Draught
-

Off Europa Point
-

Cause of spill
Type of pollutant

Collision
Bunker fuel oil

-

Ship type

Bulk carrier

The Panamanian flagged bulk carrier New Flame collided bow to bow with the double hulled
Danish oil products tanker Torm Gertrud 1.5 km off Europa Point, Gibraltar, on the morning of
12th August. As a result, the bulker, which was carrying scrap metal and around 700 tonnes of
bunkers on board, began to sink by the bow. As the accident happened in relatively shallow
water, the vessel subsequently settled on the bottom with bow submerged at a depth of 30 m
and part of its decks above water.
On Friday 31st August EMSA received a request for assistance from Spanish Authorities
(SASEMAR). The Spanish Authorities requested one of the EMSA contracted oil recovery vessels to
assist in securing pollution response capacity for response action. The nearest vessel available at
the time was the EMSA contracted tanker Mistra Bay, which was tasked, equipped and sent to
Algeciras Bay. The Mistra Bay has a recovered oil storage capacity of 1805 tonnes and the
necessary cargo heating capability needed to discharge recovered oil.
SASEMAR also requested EMSA to acquire any available satellite imagery via the CleanSeaNet
service to monitor possible oil leakage from the damaged vessel.
In the weeks following the collision, 780 m3 of fuel were successfully removed from the vessel.
During the operation, safety measures to protect the environment were taken, including a 210
metre boom and oil-skimming equipment placed around the stern of the vessel and the bunker
barge. In addition, oil spill response equipment was on standby. No oil slick was detected on the
sea surface during the operation.
On 22 December 2007, as the vessel continued to await removal, it broke in two. The Government
of Gibraltar contacted a second salvage company whose teams arrived on site in late December
2007.
On 10 February 2008, the stern of the New Flame sank, causing Titan Salvage’s plan to be revised.
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On 23 March 2008, the barge Big Foot 1, which had been involved in unloading the containers
from the MSC Napoli in 2007, arrived on site from Rotterdam.
Early August, the ship’s after section was removed and placed on the dock. The bow was then
removed on 3 October.
The 3 December 2009 marked the end of wreck removal operations. 94% of the cargo and 68% of
the fragments of wreck had been removed. It was decided that the fragments remaining on the
seafloor would be left to prevent causing more damage than good to the environment.

European Parliament resolution of 24 April 2008 on the New Flame shipwreck and its
consequences in Algeciras Bay
(2009/C 259 E/10)
The European Parliament,
— having regard to Articles 71, 80 and 251 of the EU Treaty,
— having regard to its previous readings on the maritime packages and its resolutions on
maritime safety,
— having regard to its resolution of 12 July 2007 on a future maritime policy for the European
Union: a European vision for the oceans and seas,
— having regard to Rule 103(4) of its Rules of Procedure,
A. whereas one of the priorities of EU legislation is the maintenance of a safe and pollution-free
environment for the oceans and seas, especially as regards the Mediterranean,
B. whereas on 12 August 2007 a collision occurred near the coast of Gibraltar between a doublehulled oil tanker and the bulk carrier New Flame resulted in the sinking of the latter,
C. whereas accidents of this kind do not have the same environmental impact as those between
tankers, but still give rise to social concern,
D. whereas, as regards the New Flame, the Spanish and the UK authorities as well as the
Government of Gibraltar have given the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) information
about the accident,
E. whereas Spain has had the anti-pollution vessel Don India positioned in the bay since 13 August
2007,
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F. whereas bunkering in coastal waters does not in itself constitute a breach of EU environmental
law and could only give rise to pollution if it were handled in an unprofessional manner
disregarding the protection of the environment or in bad sea conditions,
G. whereas bunkering activities are regulated by the respective national laws applicable in the
area,
H. whereas the eventual splitting-up of the vessel could not only pollute the seabed and the sea
but also damage nearby fishing grounds and tourism on the coasts,
I. whereas at present the New Flame, lying on the seabed and containing 42 000 tonnes of load
and at least 27 000 tonnes of scrap metal, could affect water quality, adding to the concentration
in the area, unknown to the public, of heavy metals of an uncertain nature, and whereas it is
therefore difficult to determine the full environmental impact,
J. whereas no casualties have occurred and no major pollution has been detected following the
collision between the two ships; whereas, however, environmental threats could still remain,
K. whereas in the vicinity of the Straits of Gibraltar there are areas protected by the Natura 2000
network, such as the site of Community importance ES 6120012, known as the Frente Litoral del
Estrecho de Gibraltar, which is seriously affected every day by the bunkering undertaken therein,
L. whereas Parliament long ago adopted its amendments at first reading on the third maritime
package, containing seven legislative proposals,

1.
Calls on the Commission to forward to Parliament all the information on the case of
the New Flame provided by the competent national and regional authorities, especially that
referring to the request for additional resources, such as anti-pollution vessels to be provided by
the Community aid mechanism in the field of civil protection assistance interventions, including
accidental marine pollution, established by Council Decision 2007/779/EC, Euratom of 8
November 2007 establishing a Community mechanism to facilitate reinforced cooperation in civil
protection assistance interventions , which aims to place at the disposal of the Member States,
when requested by the country affected by the wreck, anti-contamination ships operating under
the aegis of the EMSA;
2.
Welcomes the participation of the Andalusian regional and local authorities on this
subject, in accordance with Parliament’s recommendations on the EU maritime policy for the
participation of local and regional authorities;
3.
Takes note that the Government of Gibraltar, the UK and the Spanish authorities
expressed their willingness to collaborate within the Forum of Dialogue on Gibraltar in the most
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effective way in order to manage the accident and its consequences for the maritime and coastal
environment;
4.
Underlines the swiftness and efficiency of the EMSA in reacting to the request for
assistance made by the Spanish authorities immediately after the accident; stresses that
Parliament has constantly advocated increased operational and financial resources for the EMSA,
and that more vessels will be available for assistance in the various maritime regions of the EU;
calls on the Commission and the EMSA to give their full support to environmental protection in
this threatened area, in line with the environmental objectives laid down in the relevant EU
legislation and international instruments;
5.
Calls on the Commission, in its role as ‘guardian of the Treaties’, to verify whether
the competent authorities complied correctly with their obligations under Articles 2, 3, 6, 10,
80(2), 174(1), 174(2) and 175(4) of the EU Treaty so as to avoid the catastrophe, and, if
appropriate, to adopt the necessary legal measures that would stem from such an action;
6.
Encourages all efforts and measures that could be taken by the UK and Spanish
authorities, the Government of Gibraltar, the port authorities of Algeciras and Gibraltar and all
relevant actors in order to manage in the most responsible way all the activities carried out in the
Bay;
7.
Stresses, following pollution the origin of which still needs to be clarified, that all
relevant authorities managing the Bay and its coast and the operations to salvage the New Flame
must remain extremely vigilant concerning potential opportunist and illegal emptying of fuel
tanks and ballast waters;
8.
Underlines that the third maritime package, still at the first reading stage in the
Council, on which Parliament adopted its position more than a year ago and in respect of which it
is willing to move forward and conclude the seven legislative procedures, provides the EU with all
necessary tools for the prevention of maritime incidents and the management of the
consequences of such incidents, including in particular provisions for the monitoring of maritime
traffic and the investigation of accidents; insists on the need to ensure efficient cooperation
between neighbouring ports;
9.
Asks the Commission to call on the competent authorities to provide information
concerning the content of the cargo and to indicate what the plans and time-schedules are for
removal of the vessel from the Bay and for monitoring the risk of pollution which could stem from
the cargo, and to forward such information to Parliament;
10.
Urges the Commission to call on those Member States which have not yet done so
to ratify the 2001 International Convention on Civil Liability for Bunker Oil Pollution Damage and
to ensure enforcement of the EU legislation on this subject;
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11.
Reiterates its call on the Commission to submit a proposal to Parliament and to the
Council as soon as possible in order to ensure that bunker oil for engine fuel in new ships is stored
in safer, double-hull tanks;
12.
Reiterates its request for an EU directive on improving the quality of maritime
fuels; welcomes the recent agreement within the International Maritime Organization on the
introduction of a proposal for legislation in this regard by 1 January 2010;
13.
Encourages the Commission to propose improvements to the legislation on the
protection of environmentally sensitive cross-border marine areas, including stronger (satellite)
surveillance and monitoring of ships;
14.
Suggests to the Commission that it intervene with the competent national and
regional authorities with a view to reaching an agreement on a public performance protocol in the
area of the Straits of Gibraltar and particularly in the Bay of Algeciras, similar to the existing
bilateral and regional agreements concluded between coastal states, which would provide mutual
assistance in the event of a maritime pollution incident;
15.
Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission,
the European Maritime

3.3.13.

OLIVA

Name
Oliva

Flag
Malta

Date
16 March 2011

Date of built
2099

Accident area
Quantity
transported
Type of pollutant
Quantity spilled
The incident

Location
Tristan da Cunha (Brasil
overseas territory)

Length
225m

Nightingale Island
60,000 tonnes
Heavy
fuel
(bunker fuel)
1,500 tonnes

Width
32m

Operator
TMS Bulkers

Cause of spill
Grounding
Product transported Soya beans
oil Ship type
Owner

Bulk carrier
TMS Bulkers

On 16 March 2011, at 4:30 am, the Oliva ran aground on Nightingale Island, halfway between
Argentina and South Africa, in the Southern Atlantic. The bulk carrier, en route for Singapore with
a cargo of soya beans, found itself stuck on the rugged northern coast of the island.
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Source: Google Maps
The following day, the 22 crew members were evacuated onto the Edinburgh with assistance
from the ship Prince Albert II. The assistance tug Smit Amandla left Cape Town with a team of
environmental experts on board.
Before their arrival on 21 March, the weather conditions caused the Oliva to break up, on the
morning of 18 March. The stern sank and the bunker oil (1500 tonnes of heavy fuel oil) was spilt.
Nightingale Island was hit by the pollution. The coasts of Middle, Stoltenhoff and Inaccessible
Islands were also oiled.

Response
On 18 March, an assessment team, led by the Administrator of Tristan da Cunha, travelled to
Nightingale. An awful scene was reported, with oil slicks stretching around 8 miles offshore and all
around the island.
Meanwhile, the Tristan Conservation Team were busy cleaning oiled Rockhopper Penguins.
On 6 April, two experts from the International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited
(ITOPF) and Le Floch Dépollution (LFD) arrived on the island. Following surveys, a clean-up plan
was produced. This plan recommended the use of high pressure hoses (with warmed seawater) to
remove the oil deposited at the surface and in cracks in rocks. This oil was then channelled to a
collection point surrounded by booms to prevent the pollutant from flowing back into the marine
environment. The oil was recovered using "pompom" sorbents. The waste was bagged and sent to
Cape Town to be treated.
The porous nature of the rock on this volcanic island was a challenge for clean-up. Small
quantities of oil had seeped into the rock and could not be removed. The teams counted on the
fact that the extreme winter conditions should clear the last traces of pollution.
Ecological treat
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This incident threatened the island's sensitive biological balance. The islands are home to a large
number of seabirds and its waters are rich in crayfish and Tristan Rock Lobster, the mainstay of
Tristan da Cunha's economy. Nightingale Island also hosts one of the largest colonies of
Rockhopper Penguins, an endangered species. Some 20,000 penguins were threatened by the
spill. The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB), the Southern African Foundation for the
Conservation of Coastal Birds (SANCCOB), the Tristan Da Cunha Conservation Team as well as
many volunteers did a remarkable job in rescuing the oiled birds. Staff were mobilised to feed
them, care for them and clean them.
In late April, after the departure of experts on 23 April, certain shores of Nightingale, Inaccessible
and Middle Islands had not been inspected or cleaned up. The inaccessibility of the archipelago's
islands impeded the implementation of response actions. No survey of the wreck had been
conducted either. There is currently no confirmation of the state of the cargo. By late May, three
months after the arrival of the first oiled birds, 3718 Rockhopper Penguins had entered
rehabilitation. 381 of them were safely returned to sea. This low survival rate can be explained by
the fact that the birds were at the end of their moulting cycle when the spill occurred. They were
therefore hungry, thirsty and at their weakest.

Sinking of the Oliva
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3.3.14.

PRESTIGE

Name
Prestige
Ship manager
Universe Maritime
(Greece)
Flag
Bahamas

Date of
built
1976

Accident area
Type of pollutants
Shipyard

Ship type

Date
13 November 2002
P&I Club
Ltd London Steamship
Association

Location
Spain
Classification Society
America Bureau of Shipping

Length

Width

Draught

Owner

243.5m

-

14m

Mare
Shipping
(Liberia)

Cause of spill

Structural damage

Quantity
transported
Quantities
spilled

77,000 tonnes

Details on type

Single hull

Off Cape Finisterre,
Galicia
heavy fuel oil (n°2,
M100)
Hitachi ZosenMaizuru Works,
Maizuru (Japan)
Oil Tanker

Inc.

64,000 tonnes

The accident
On Wednesday 13 November 2002, the single-hulled oil tanker Prestige, flying the Bahamas flag,
sent a distress call offshore in the region of Cape finisterre (Galicia, Spain). The tanker, carrying
77,000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil loaded in St Petersburg (Russia) and Ventspils (Latvia), was
heading to Singapore via Gibraltar. The vessel developed a reported 30 degree starboard list
whilst on passage in heavy seas and strong winds and hence requested partial evacuation of the
crew.
Twenty-four of the twenty-seven crew members were evacuated by helicopter while the captain,
the first mate and the chief mechanic stayed onboard. The engine was damaged and the ship
went out of control and drifted according to the weather conditions. Aerial observation revealed a
fuel leak at sea.
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The prestige sinking (source: BSAM/Douanes françaises)
All night long, the tug boats Ria de Vigo, Alonso de Chaves, Charuca Silveira and Ibaizabal I from
SASEMAR (Sociedad de Salvamento y Seguridad Maritima), the Spanish organization in charge of
sea rescue and pollution control, tried to take the oil tanker in tow.
The emergency towing system of the ship didn’t work and the different attempts failed. In the
end, the Prestige was taken in tow by a ship from Smit Salvage on 14 November. It was towed to
the north-northwest all day, and then to the south. On the 15th, it was torn over 35 metres on the
right side. On the 16th, its towing was turned to the south-west to avoid the Portuguese waters.
On the 19th at 9 am, the vessel broke in two, coordinates 42°15N and 12°08W, about 130 nautical
miles off the Spanish coasts, west-southwest of Cape Finisterre. At 12 pm, the stern part of the
Prestige sank into 3500 metres of water. The bow part followed at about 4 pm.
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Map showing movements of the Prestige (Source: French customs)
One of the characteristics of this spill was the weathering process of the oil that remained out at
sea for a considerable period of time. This spill was "unique" in many respects, first with regard to
drift, as it was really the very first time that a spill managed to contaminate 6 countries, and
weathering, not to mention the highly significant effect of the slick break-up process and how that
had an effect on the choice of response measures and techniques off shore and then inevitably on
shore.
The offending oil was tracked throughout the entire time it was drifting in and around the Bay of
Biscay and the westernmost reaches of the English Channel, thanks to French and Spanish floating
buoys and ship-based and aerial data that was fed into various slick drift forecast models. The
main slick spilt up into so many smaller ones on account of the wind and current regimes
prevailing in the area that the oil drifted seemingly forever before eventually landing on the
beaches in France and even then only after a period of steady westerly winds.
Legal Proceedings
The court case began on 16 October in A Coruña (Spain). A few figures: 1,500 claimants forming
55 civil parties, 300,000 pages of documents, 133 witnesses, around 100 experts, 4 main
defendants: the Greek captain of the oil tanker, the first mate, the chief engineer and the former
head of the Spanish merchant navy. Some of them risk up to a 12-year prison sentence for
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damage to the environment and to a protected natural area. The judges sought to assign
responsibility to the Spanish administration.
Some other figures: 1,140 oiled beaches, 2,900 km of coastline affected in France, Spain and
Portugal and between 115,000 and 230,000 dead birds.
In France, 17 coastal communes in the Landes area affected by the pollution joined forces to form
a civil party. The Spanish state, unlike France, does not recognise environmental damages and
many French victims could therefore not make claims. The claimants called for the repair of noneconomic losses. In this respect, they claimed €2.8 million for Les Landes, €3.4 for Vendée and €1
million for Brittany.
Two days after it opened, the case was adjourned until 13 November 2013. This request, from
defence lawyers who disputed the evidence and expertise presented, was accepted by the judge.
After 8 months of hearings and eleven years to the day since the accident, the Spanish judge
delivered his verdict to A Coruña provincial court on 13th November 2013. The captain, chief
mechanic and the head of the Merchant Navy at the time were found not guilty of causing
damage to the environment and to natural protected areas. The fourth defendant, the second
officer, is on the run. The court could not formally establish any criminal responsibility. Given that
no criminal liability was found, the Spanish court dismissed the compensation claims by the
French and Spanish States for damages valued at around €4 billion.
Only the captain was found guilty of any charge, and was sentenced to 9 months in prison for
"serious disobedience of authority": he had initially refused to have the vessel towed out to sea at
the time of the accident. Due to his age, the 78-year-old will not serve his sentence.
This acquittal met with general outrage in Spain and in the hours following its announcement the
social network Twitter exploded with furious reactions towards the captain, the court and Spanish
politicians. Vigipol, the joint union for the Breton shoreline, denounced the ruling and announced
that it would examine the possibilities of appeal against this decision.
On 18th November 2013, the Spanish State announced that it was to appeal to the Spanish
Supreme Court over the verdict on the exemption of civil liability. The Spanish State did not
question the verdict on the captain's criminal responsibility.
On 22nd November, the French State also lodged an appeal, for the same reasons as Spain. The
cost for French victims totalled an estimated €110 million, €68 million of which was borne by the
State for pollution response.
Oil Response at Sea
From November the 14th, the Biscay Plan, a Franco-Spanish plan of intervention available in the
case of an accident in the Atlantic ocean, was triggered...
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Co-ordination of the national and international fight at sea means was ensured by SASEMAR
(organization which is dependent on the board of the merchant navy of the Spanish Ministry of
Transport) on the Spanish area of responsibility and by the ‘Préfecture maritime de l’Atlantique’
when slicks entered into the French area of responsibility.

Oil recovery operations

From November the 14th, the Biscay Plan, a Franco-Spanish plan of intervention available in the
case of an accident in the Atlantic ocean , was triggered. Nautical and aerial means from the
French Navy and Customs were immediately put at the disposal of the Spanish authorities. Other
European means were also called for help. On the 10th of December, 20 planes and helicopters,
of which 15 Spanish and 5 European ones helped to locate the oil slicks and to guide the oilfighting vessels. At sea, 23 Spanish and 13 European ships were involved in the recovery and
location operations. As fast as the oil slicks scattered and broke up, then they have been
completed by smaller ships coming from the fishermen’s guild. On the 20th of December 2002,
two collaboration agreements were signed between the Spanish Ministry of Transport and the
fishermen’s guild of La Coruña and Lugo. The harbour master’s offices of each guild organized
every day the work of the boats and men according to the oil slicks located by the aerial means
deployed at the scene of the action during their research.
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Aboard the Ailette, containment and recovery with the Transrec device

At the end of December, 29 planes and helicopters, of which 26 are Spanish and 3 other are
foreign ones, were at work. The maritime deployment next to the coasts of Galicia and Cantabria
was composed of 36 ships; 23 Spanish and 13 European ones. From the 23rd of January 2003, the
Euskadi fishing fleet brought its determination and number (up to more than 300 boats/day) into
an unprecedented oil recovery operation by fishing boats.
A command vessel complete with a helicopter was a real asset when it came to slick
reconnaissance, tactical co-ordination and guiding response vessels to the scene of operations for
the French authorities (Port Admiral).
This phase of the response initiative was unparalleled and without precedent in the annals of
pollution response in terms of the resources used, the time scale involved and the quantities
spilled.
It is worth mentioning that the dedication and determination of the French Navy to recover the
oil spilled by the Erika had paved the way for the Prestige response operation and the Baltic
Carrier incident had already proven the need for this kind of operation. The Prestige spill and the
attendant response initiative was technically justified and required a pooling of manpower and
equipment at the European level.
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The Neuwerk and its sweeping arm, Dec. 2002. Source CCME, Germany.
It was the ensuing fate of the oil and how it behaved in the marine environment that dictated the
choice of techniques, equipment and materials to contend with it. There can be no doubt that if
specialised resources were to be brought to bear on an ever fragmenting oil slick that was
constantly breaking up into smaller and smaller oily patches, that manual techniques and
resources also had to be fielded as the oil spread wider and wider over the entire area of the Bay
of Biscay.
The learning curve
The sea recovery phase went rather well despite bad weather conditions and 52000 tonnes of
emulsion were recovered as compared with only 1200 tonnes during the Erika spill. It is clear that
in such conditions the windows of opportunity are short and either response units have to head
for shelter or ride out the bad weather and endure much hardship both for the crew and vessels
alike. As a result, when weather conditions permit, all response equipment and systems have to
be very efficient in terms of deployment times, containment and recovery capacity and be as
selective as possible when recovering oil. This requires reliable equipment capable of being used
on different types of oils by skilled crews. All the response teams that dealt with the Erika gained
a great deal of experience from the operation.
From the safety point of view, recovery systems must only require a minimum number of people
for deployment especially as decks are often very slippery on account of the crude oil. Dedicated
response vessels will also need to have a full range of systems that contribute to ensuring a
powerful collection capability (oil heating system, settling tanks, HP hot water....) such that future
response designs and refurbishment programmes will make a better job of integrating all the
requirements for high sea operations conducted by response vessels. Ensuring success for high
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sea response operations is going to be contingent on implementing high standard response
organisations, matching resources to the job at hand and supplying suitable and powerful
recovery systems. The way the Basques geared their usual anchovy fishing procedures to dealing
with oil recovery is an excellent example of adaptability (cf contra)
Having vessels on hand from the outset of an operation as soon as they are needed and even if
weather conditions are not ideal will make a difference as they will be able to mobilise the oil
which will not have spread too much and thus be easier to spot and pump. The French navy vessel
Ailette, soon on the scene thanks to a very efficient international co-operation agreement,
managed a much better « score » on day 1 as compared with her subsequent recovery attempts.

A Lamor brush skimmer, Dec. 2002.
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A Thomsea skimmer net, Jan. 2003.
First conceived of during the Erika spill and much more fully developed during the Prestige
incident, the new two curtain or two phase sea recovery concept came into its own. This involves
deploying requisite high sea response capabilities when the oil is still far from land and then
engaging in shore vessels and recovery systems as the oil nears the beaches.

Pumping the slick with a Foilex skimmer, Nov. 2003.
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Support provided by SYCOPOL: adapting the lessons learned from the Erika spill.
Sycopol was approached by some of its member companies that had been contacted by the
national authorities for assistance in combating the oil pollution and cleaning up the coastline
polluted by the Prestige. After responding several times in November 2002 on Galician coastlines,
response operations on the French coastline started at the start of January 2003. From that point
on, all Sycopol companies involved in the response effort up until December 2003 had to learn to
adapt:

Ø to the environment, first of all. They also had to get used to the different kinds of sand
encountered in the field, dry or wet (tides) fine grain or coarse grained, ambient temperatures,
10°C in January and 30°C in July, the pollutant that was either hard or soft which also complicated
matters in terms of access which was hard to find and not easy to navigate so as to shuttle men
and equipment and evacuate the recovered materials afterwards
Ø to the various difficulties encountered from the tourist and political points of view, requiring
priorities that did not necessarily have any relationship with pollution response requirements and
therefore involved mobilising and demobilising people and equipment which wasted time for
many
Ø to the particularities of the oil spilled by the Prestige which beached all the time over a space of a
number of months and that polluted a very long stretch of coastline which meant big variations in
terms of manpower and equipment requirements throughout the entire response operation.
Sycopol member companies had to adapt to the response organisation and the equipment
provided by the authorities during the first few weeks of the effort and thereafter had to adapt to
the zone co-ordination measures put in place by regional and local authorities.

Beach clean-up (Source: Cedre)
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Work carried out on private worksites.
Thanks to the constant effort made to adapt to an ever changing environment and using a
number of techniques or equipment for the very first time on an operational scale, Sycopol
company members were able to make a difference to the entire response operation all along the
coastline and make a contribution to mitigating the effects of the spill on the amenities during the
summer season despite the massive arrivals of FO in July 2003.

Recruitment of private response teams (men/days) in both Defence Areas in 2003.
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European Community Involvement
Immediately after the casualty was reported, a full complement of manpower and resources was
made available to the French, Spanish and Portuguese authorities...
The Prestige incident occurred on 13 November 2002 as the 26 year old tanker, flying the
Bahamas flag with a Liberian crew, carrying 77000 tonnes of heavy FO sustained hull damage and
sprang a leak offshore Galicia. The tanker finally broke up on 19 November 2002 and sank 270
kms off the Spanish coast.
From the outset, the Commission was in close contact with the Spanish authorities and the
Commissions Civil Protection Unit provided regular situation updates to competent national
authorities of member states as well as inside the Commission.
After receiving requests from Spain, Portugal and France the Community Civil Protection
Mechanism sent out eight different requests for assistance for dedicated response vessels,
planes, equipment and experts to combat the spill.
The first request was sent out on 14 November 2002 and the last one was sent out on 9 January
2003. Immediately after the casualty was reported, a full complement of manpower and
resources was made available to the French, Spanish and Portuguese authorities. France, the
Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, Italy, Norway and Denmark sent their dedicated pollution
response vessels.

Pollution in Muxia village in November 2002. (Source: Cedre)
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Cape Finisterre beach in November 2002. (Source: Cedre)

Furthermore, in the space of days, a considerable amount of booms was made available to the
Spanish authorities (20 kilometres). From 17 November to 2 December and in co-ordination with
the Spanish authorities, the Commissions Information and Monitoring Centre acquired satellite
imagery of the area as part of the provisions of the International Charter on Space and Major
Catastrophes.
Subsequently, the Commission’s Joint Research Centre at Ispra conducted an initial analysis of the
imagery. In conjunction with the Spanish authorities, the Commission organised a field trip for
observers from most member states to visit Galicia from 24 to 27 November 2002. They were
government experts and were able to acquire first-hand experience for this type of emergency
situation.
The Commission offered to send a Co-ordination and Assessment Team made up of experts made
available by member states but the Spanish authorities declined the offer. The team’s remit
would have been to handle specific problems defined by the Spanish authorities such as high sea
response, onshore response, assessment of cleaning techniques. Furthermore the Commission
offered to send a panel of European experts to assist the Spanish Scientific Committee in charge
of dealing with the wreck. After the spill and response operation were over the Commission
offered to co-fund the Environmental impact and assessment Programme conducted by the
Spanish authorities in Galicia with a view to assessing preventive and response measures
implemented during the clean-up operation. This assessment was not conducted.
Slick drift observations and forecast
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Accurate slick drift information is essential to efficient pollution recovery at sea and response on
the coastline. From November the 13th, Cedre activated its cooperation agreement with Météo
France, and started producing drift forecast charts for the Préfet Maritime of the Atlantic thanks
to the Mothy model. At the request of SASEMAR, Cedre was also preparing a daily position chart
of the hydrocarbons observed at sea. On November the 18th, a SASEMAR engineer joined the
map-making unit situated in Brest for an urgent technology transfer. From this date, SASEMAR
produced daily a position chart of the observed pollution.
On motivation of the General Secretariat for the sea, the drift forecast unit was soon turned into a
national ‘drift’ committee with representatives of SHOM (Oceanographical and Hydrographic
Service of the French navy), IFREMER and the maritime prefecture of the Atlantic. The committee
members met every day at Cedre’s to prepare a chart gathering the nautical and aerial
observations of the pollution and the drift forecast available for four days. This chart was
accepted as the national reference. It has enabled to follow the route of the hydrocarbons, to
anticipate the threat for the coasts and to guide the ships intervening at sea.

Drift forecast based on a Météo France computer modeling

On its side, from December the 2nd, the Portuguese Hydrographic Institute produced a drift
forecast chart every day. Finally AZTI, the Spanish Basque Country technology institute for fishing
and food resources, contributed daily, from December the 8th, a comprehensive memorandum
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which covered the northern coast of Spain. It gathered a report and weather forecast, the slick
evolution, the French drift committee forecast, its own forecast and the drift of the buoys
dropped by the institute in the midst of the main fuel accumulations observed at sea.
Any time discrepancies appeared between the different forecast charts. The used reference data
were compared through telephone and email exchanges, to produce the best possible
information, as a clear-cut demonstration of the advantages of direct cooperation between
national institutions. The location charts and the forecast were established from aerial
observations made by planes and helicopters, from observations made by intervention ships and
by the monitoring of the surface or subsurface buoys. These buoys have been implemented
directly by SASEMAR, SHOM and AZTI or in the scope of SASEMAR/Cedre and AZTI/Cedre
cooperations.
For the slick location and the guiding of the vessels towards the intervention areas, the
fishermen’s guild of the Basque Country adapted the method they use to locate fish schools. A
plane covered the area by going back and forth perpendicularly to the coast, pointing out on the
GPS system the observed hydrocarbon accumulations. Then the headquarters visualized on a
computer screen the different spots observed and the ship location on the scene of the action.
Next, they only had to guide by satellite phone, ships which were the nearest of the work areas.

THE PRESTIGE. IMO STATEMENT
The Prestige incident has been followed closely by IMO since events began to unfold some days
ago. The IMO Secretariat established contact immediately with the authorities of Spain and with
the Flag State authorities of the Bahamas. As in any situation such as this, the prime concerns of
IMO have been for the safety of human life and the protection of the marine environment.
Despite the adverse conditions, no human life has been lost in this incident and the search and
rescue authorities of Spain deserve much credit for dealing with this matter promptly and
effectively and in accordance with the provisions of IMO instruments, in particular the
International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue.
Once assurances concerning the safety of the ship's crew had been received, the focus of
attention turned to the protection of the marine environment. The Spanish authorities were
advised that any assistance which the Organization might be able to offer would be made
available on their request.

Regulatory regime
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The Prestige was subject to a comprehensive regime of safety and environmental regulations,
including those of the main IMO Conventions, i.e. the Safety of Life at Sea Convention (SOLAS) and
the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), to both of
which the Flag State of the Bahamas is a Party.

IMO's main concern now is to establish, as quickly and as thoroughly as possible, exactly what
went wrong in this case so that the effectiveness of the regulatory framework that IMO has put in
place can be properly assessed and action taken, if need be, to rectify any weaknesses or
deficiencies identified. Under the provisions of SOLAS and MARPOL, the Flag State Administration
is required to conduct an investigation into serious casualties. The Flag State authorities of the
Bahamas are therefore urged to expedite their investigation into the incident and provide IMO
with their findings, conclusions and recommendations.

Phasing-out of single-hull tankers
The revised MARPOL Convention contains a timetable by which single-hull tankers will be phasedout in favour of double-hull ships. The Prestige was a single-hull tanker built in 1976, that is
before the MARPOL Convention (which had been adopted in 1973) entered into force in 1982. In
April 2001, the Parties to the MARPOL Convention agreed to accelerate the timetable for phasing
out existing single-hull tankers in a revised regulation 13G of that Convention. According to the
revised regulation, which entered into force internationally in September 2002, single-hull tankers
built in 1976 would be required to be scrapped by 2005.

Survey and inspection
In addition to their routine annual and other surveys, since 1995 all tankers and bulk carriers aged
five years and over have been subject to a specially enhanced inspection programme which is
intended to ensure that any deficiencies - such as corrosion or wear and tear resulting from age or
neglect - are detected. Guidelines on enhanced surveys on tankers and bulk carriers are contained
in IMO Assembly resolution A.744(18), which was adopted in November 1993 and has been
subsequently amended. In 1994 it was given mandatory status under the SOLAS Convention.

Places of refuge
In the aftermath of the incident involving the fully laden tanker Castor which, in December 2000,
developed a structural problem in the Mediterranean Sea, IMO Secretary-General William O'Neil
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suggested that the time had come for the Organization to undertake, as a matter of priority, a
global consideration of the problem of places of refuge for disabled vessels and adopt any
measures required to ensure that, in the interests of safety of life at sea and environmental
protection, coastal States reviewed their contingency arrangements so that such ships are
provided with assistance and facilities as might be required in the circumstances. See Assembly
Resolution 949 and 950, December 2003.
Following a decision by IMO's Maritime Safety Committee that, at present, the issue should be
considered from the operational safety point of view, the Sub-Committee on Safety of Navigation
has prepared two draft Assembly resolutions which are for approval by the MSC early next month.
They include a set of Guidelines which state clearly what actions should be taken by ships'
Masters, coastal States and Flag States in cases where ships are in need of assistance. They also
recommend the establishment by coastal States of Maritime Assistance Services to be mobilized
in relevant cases. They have been designed to provide a framework by which Governments will be
able to assess each case on its merits and make the most appropriate decisions.

Oil-spill clean-up
As a Party to the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Cooperation, 1990 (OPRC), Spain has established a national system for dealing with pollution
incidents, either nationally or in co-operation with other countries. The Organization is aware that
the system is regularly tested through periodic exercises. And although Spain is well prepared, a
pollution incident of this magnitude requires international assistance which, in accordance with
the provisions of OPRC, Spain has obtained from its fellow European countries.
Compensation
Although IMO is primarily concerned with the safety of shipping and the prevention of marine
pollution, the Organization has also introduced regulations covering liability and compensation for
damage that establish a system by which the victims of pollution caused by ships can be
compensated.

Liability and compensation for spills of oil from tankers are covered by two complementary legal
regimes adopted by IMO, the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,
1992 and the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992.
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Most recently, in 2000, the Legal Committee of IMO adopted amendments to raise the limits of
compensation payable to victims of pollution by oil from oil tankers by 50.37 percent, which
would enter into force in 2003.
Three years later, was approved the protocol of 2003 to the International Convention on the
establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for oil pollution damage, 1992.
Article 4
1. The Supplementary Fund shall pay compensation to any person suffering pollution damage if such
person has been unable to obtain full and adequate compensation for an established claim for
such damage under the terms of the 1992 Fund Convention, because the total damage exceeds,
or there is a risk that it will exceed, the applicable limit of compensation laid down in article 4,
paragraph 4, of the 1992 Fund Convention in respect of any one incident.
2. (a) The aggregate amount of compensation payable by the Supplementary Fund under this article
shall in respect of any one incident be limited, so that the total sum of that amount together with
the amount of compensation actually paid under the 1992 Liability Convention and the 1992 Fund
Convention within the scope of application of this Protocol shall not exceed 750 million units of
account.
(b) The amount of 750 million units of account mentioned in paragraph 2(a) shall be converted
into national currency on the basis of the value of that currency by reference to the Special
Drawing Right on the date determined by the Assembly of the 1992 Fund for conversion of the
maximum amount payable under the 1992 Liability and 1992 Fund Convention.
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3.3.15.

ROKIA DELMAS

Name
Rokia Delmas

Flag
Panamanian
Accident area
Products
transported

Details on type

Date
24 October 2006

Date of built
1985

Length
185m

Location
France

Width
-

South of the island of Ile Cause of spill
de Ré
cocoa beans, wood, 500 Ship type
tonnes of heavy fuel oil
(IFO 380) and 50 tonnes of
marine diesel
Capacity: 1 446 TEU
Owner

Draught
Grounding
container ship

CMA CGM (France)

On 24 October 2006, at around 4 a.m., the container ship the Rokia Delmas, suffering from total
engine failure, was driven ashore by a storm on the south coast of the Ile de Ré. The vessel was
anchored, but the stern of the vessel hit a rocky outcrop, approximately 1 nautical mile south of
Couarde sur mer. The vessel was mainly transporting cocoa beans, wood and more than 500
tonnes of heavy fuel oil (IFO 380) and 50 tonnes of marine diesel. Part of the crew was airlifted off
the vessel. The commanding officer and 5 members of the crew stayed onboard to assist the
intervention squads with their investigations.
The vessel showed a 20° list and a leak was detected. No pollution was observed. As a
precautionary measure, the Polmar Land Plan for Charente Maritime was activated. Cedre was
immediately mobilised and two advisors arrived at the La Rochelle response centre that evening.
The Alcyon, a salvage, rescue and oil spill response vessel left Brest with containment and
recovery equipment onboard to tackle any potential pollution, in addition to pumping equipment.
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The container ship the Rokia Delmas grounded on 25/10/06
(Source: Cedre)

The same day, the first investigations onboard showed that it was impossible to refloat the vessel
at high tide that evening. The following day, the dives carried out detected a breach 20 metres
long by 50 centimetres wide, which confirmed that it would be impossible to tow the vessel in her
current state.
The Préfecture de département decided to protect the oyster beds in the area using booms. The
hydrocarbons floating in the tanks of the vessel were pumped out and stored on barge. Two
barges equipped with skimmers and with a 10 m³ storage capacity were deployed. Because of the
proximity to the coast combined with the local currents, the Préfecture Maritime placed a drift
committee on pre-alert. This committee was located in La Rochelle and was under the authority
of and led by the Cedre. On 30 October, 430 m³ of fuel were pumped out of the tanks and stored
on the Alcyon.
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The Rokia Delmas surrounded by booms (Source: Cedre)
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3.3.16.

SEA EMPRESS

Name
Sea Empress
Flag
Liberian
Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled
Owner

Date
15 February 1996
Date of built
1993

Location
United Kingdom

Length
274.30m

Mildford Haven Passage
130,824 tonnes
73,000 tonnes
Sea Tankers (Cyprus)

Width
43.24m
Cause of spill
Type
of
pollutant
Ship type
Details
on
type

Shipyard
Astilleros Cádiz
Draught
15.8m
Grounding
Light crude oil
Oil tanker
Single hull

The incident
On the evening of 15 February 1996, a Liberian oil tanker, the Sea Empress, with a load of 130,824
tonnes of Forties crude (light crude from fields in the North Sea) en route for the Texaco refinery
in Milford Haven, ran aground on the rocks at Saint Ann’s Head at the entrance to Milford Haven
Bay (this location includes a number of refineries providing the UK with 25 % of its requirements
in refined products).
This was the second grounding of a tanker in the space of 5 months after the Borga on 25 October
1995. Unlike the Borga, the Sea Empress had been built very recently (1993) but was only a single
hull tanker. According to experts, the reason for this casualty lies in misjudgements of tidal
currents and a communication breakdown between the pilot and the commanding officer.
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The Sea Empress aground at Milford Haven (Source: Cedre
Timeline of events between 15 February and 7 March 1996
After the alert, a contingency plan was implemented by the British Maritime and Coast Guard
Agency (MCA). Meanwhile, the MPCU (Marine Pollution Control Unit) sent three DC-3s with
dispersant spraying equipment and OSRL (Oil Spill Response Ltd) sent three trailers with shore
response equipment, two storage barges, an Egmopol skimmer barge and a Hercules C130 fitted
with an ADDS Pack for spraying dispersants. However, the prime objective was still to keep the
vessel afloat and transfer the cargo as quickly as possible.
On the 16th, the Star Bergen (a 30,000 dwt tanker) made an initial attempt at transferring the
cargo and was assisted in this by tugs from Liverpool and Ireland.
On the 17th, weather conditions worsened (40 knot winds) and the authorities decided to turn
the vessel to face into the wind and the swell, with the assistance of seven tugs. Two towlines
snapped in quick succession and the tanker ran aground yet again at 6:05 pm close to the
previous location. The tanker had already lost a thousand tonnes of cargo since the 15th.
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The Sea Empress during lightering at Herbrandston Jetty
(Source: Cedre)
On the 18th, the Russian crew and the experts were air-lifted off the vessel by a Royal Air Force
Sea King helicopter at 5:30 am due to the storm. Winds were westerly force 8 and wave height
was 4 to 5 metres, which damaged the tanker. Later in the evening, the tanker was refloated with
the assistance of three tugs, the Anglian Earl, the Anglian Duke and the De Yue, a Chinese high sea
tug from Falmouth.
Overnight, the Anglian Duke and the Anglian Earl held the tanker fast. Seven thousand tonnes of
crude had been spilled since 17 February.
On the 19th, the tanker ran aground again at 12:00 pm near Channel Rock. Six tugs managed to
pull her off the rocks by the end of the afternoon, but she grounded again by the stern just
outside the Channel near Saint Ann’s Head. At this juncture, her starboard wing and centre tanks
were holed.
Of the 24 tanks on board only three were left intact. The pumping room was flooded but the
engine room was dry thus affording the vessel full propulsion capability.
On the 20th, nine tugs attempted to refloat the tanker at high tide (the highest tide of the month)
but failed in their attempt and the situation grew steadily worse. Twenty thousand tonnes of
crude had been spilled since the 19th.
On the 21st, two more attempts were made at refloating the tanker, one at 07:30 am and another
at 9 pm, with 12 tugs including a few sent from Holland by SMIT. The tanker was finally refloated
at 10 pm, after inert gas had been pumped into her wing tanks. Although the inert gas injections
enhanced the refloating operation, they also caused more serious spillages, bringing the total to
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about 70,000 tonnes. The tanker was towed overnight to Herbrandston Jetty, a disused oil wharf
in the former Esso refinery in Milford Haven. After berthing, responders circled the tanker with
floating containment booms.
Cargo transfer began on 23 February, once the hull had been thoroughly inspected, and ended on
4 March after four transfer operations involving the Star Bergen and the Onward Mariner,
recovering 58,200 tonnes of crude oil in all. The tanker was towed to Belfast for repairs on 27
March.
Action undertaken by the European Community
Mobilising the Community Task Force
The Civil Protection Unit of the European Community was informed by the British Authorities
during the evening of the 15th. Commission officials made immediate contact with the MPCU
(Marine Pollution Control Unit) and the Community Task Force specialising in oil pollution
response was put on standby.

Vessels of the Community Task Force (Source: Cedre).
As the situation seemed to become more and more critical on the16th February, arrangements
were made to send two Task Force experts to Wales. Their assignment was to collect information
and assist national authorities.
Meanwhile, EEA databases were indicating that a spill of persistent oil in this area would generate
a serious biological risk.
Starting on the 16th February, the Commission disseminated daily progress reports to Member
States and International Organisations including a fact sheet describing situational developments
and activities performed by Task Force officials. The Eurospill slick drift programme, developed by
the Commission, was used extensively to track the slick.
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The first experts to be sent to Wales were composed of two experts from Cedre, whereas a
scientist from AEA (Atomic Energy Agency) Technology was appointed co-ordinator for the
European Community. Her task was to liaise with MPCU and co-ordinate the attendance of other
officials from Member States to take the pressure off local authorities and responders.
Other member States did indeed intend to send observers to Wales and Holland was the first
country to do so. On the 18th February two Dutch and one Irish representative teamed up with
their French colleagues.

Storage equipment (Source: Cedre).

At that point in time, available information was pointing to the fact that the vessel was in serious
danger of breaking up given the state of her centre and starboard wing tanks not to mention the
very bad weather.
On the 20th, the European experts in attendance at the JRC (Joint Response Centre) were
discussing international co-operation and assistance. The French Navy offered to send two
response vessels with the TRANSREC sweeping arm recovery system which MPCU gladly accepted.
The lightering operation was lengthy and difficult but after a couple of days of very hard work, the
Sea Empress was finally refloated and towed to Milford Haven on the 21st. This was only the
beginning of very complicated and tedious recovery and clean-up operations.
On the 21st, three Swedish experts joined the team and were subsequently followed by two
Italian and one Norwegian observer. Meanwhile, the Dutch had offered and sent two vessels
equipped with their « sweeping arm system » which afforded an extra response resource and was
an excellent example of co-operation between Member States.
The French and Dutch observers were also tasked with being liaison officers for their national
authorities and their British colleagues.
As the situation steadily improved, the European Community started phasing out Task Force
intervention as of the 4 th March. French and Dutch response vessels left the scene of operations
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and a number of observers also left the JRC. The Task Force’s last observer left Milford Haven on
the 12th March

Polluted fishing vessels (Source: Cedre).

Financial support from the European Commission
Local Authorities in Wales, Cornwall and Devon requested financial support from the Commission
in a bid to set up an environmental monitoring program.
This kind of activity had already been approved after the Aegean Sea spill in 1992 and the Braer in
1993.
Learning about pollution
Major spills such as this teach response authorities a lot and the Sea Empress has been no
exception. Our British colleagues did not wait for clean-up to terminate before setting up the
SEEEC (Sea Empress Environmental Evaluation Committee) in a bid to monitor the effect of the
spill on the environment.
Information flow
Theoretically, information flow should mirror and support a response command structure. With
the Sea Empress spill, the command structure was set up promptly but information and decision
contents were routed very slowly to the Coast Guard Authority during actual operations.
Furthermore, important messages such as those regarding « people on board » were diversely
interpreted. Admittedly, the weather was very rough, a lot of vessels, authorities and private
organizations were all working in or for the response authority. As a result, slow communications
channels and mishaps in understanding message content could have jeopardized personnel safety
and lead to the mismanagement of the entire emergency on the part of the people in charge of
coordinating the response teams and equipment.
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Two solutions were advocated to resolve a number of problems such as appointing « liaison
officers » as and when required by the in situ response authorities to ensure that appropriate
information reached those needing it in addition to ensuring that message content was clear and
well understood. In addition, care was taken to ensure that messages were drafted accurately
whilst complying with IMO standards on alert and message formats.
The media
The extent and the sheer complexity of the Sea Empress spill and the fact that it occurred only
three years after the Braer spill in the Shetlands were serious handicaps for them and their
contacts with the press and the media.
Initial findings have provided pointers on how communications were managed during the spill :

Ø Response plans proved inadequate on two accounts, trained personnel and available equipment
Ø A Press Office set up in Southampton in an attempt to relieve responders of media pressure for
information was quickly spurned by journalists that had serious doubts as to the credibility of the
information given to them by press officials working in an office that was a long way from the
scene of operations. As a result, the entire Press Office had to be relocated to Milford Haven
causing serious logistics problems.
Ø There is clearly a need for a National Media Contingency Plan to deal with contacts with the
media where duties and obligations are clearly set out in addition to the respective roles of local
and national authorities. The plan will indicate, inter alia, what support is to be expected from the
oil industry.
Ø The media asked a great number of general questions on matters such as existing organisational
structures, response techniques, dispersants and how to use them and so on. The questions had
no relation as such with the spill. The reports and the documents drafted to deal with the Sea
Empress spill will be the templates for draft documents that will be updated regularly and handed
out to journalists if ever another spill occurs.
Ø Decision-makers need information and pictures as soon as they can be made available (video or
TV) and experience has shown that plenty of information sources are available for shore response
but not much on sea response. Consequently, two options have been envisaged: an agreement
with professional producers (public or private producers) for providing video/film footage in
addition to providing response HQs and Crisis Management HQs with access to satcom facilities.
Ø Officials will be in real need of training on how to cope with interviews on radio and TV so as to
optimise performance.
Ø Going forward, all NCPs will have to ensure that the professional media are given special
treatment in terms of information content. Associations, activists and local populations will be
dealt with separately.
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Ø Experts will need to put more thinking into how new information dissemination vectors can be
mastered and particularly the information relayed by the Internet.
Data collection
Many sea and coastal responders have had the opportunity of acquiring a lot of valuable
experience on spills and as a result have been used to keeping a « log » of what decisions they
took, and what options they envisaged all of which was used for writing up their reports. The snag
has however been that not everyone has systematically used the same approach since responders
tend to come from different horizons where operational procedures are very varied. As a result,
information on the Sea Empress spill has been recorded in all sorts of media not to mention
different formats and information content.

Outside Broadcast Units (Source: Cedre).

Our British colleagues have come to the conclusion that there is now a real and urgent need for a
standard archival procedure for all of the data on spills and that the best way to store the data is
in a GIS (Graphical Information System). Discussions have been organised with local authorities,
oil companies and ITOPF on what information should be acquired and how it should be stored and
processed.

Additional resources
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The MPCU has come to the conclusion that ORs have an urgent need of non-technical clerical staff
capable of acquiring the data, recording it, disseminating it as appropriate in addition to providing
full logistic support. Such, apparently, was not the case with the Sea Empress spill.
The British Authorities have identified the need for a team of people capable of answering
questions raised by Ministries, Parliament and the public at large. During the Sea Empress
response operation, the Shipping Policy Directorate was tasked with this job and had to answer
103 questions from Parliament, 405 questions from Ministries and 2,700 questions from the
public at large. The British NCP will undoubtedly be reworked in a bid to mirror the role played by
the Shipping Policy Directorate in the event of a major spill.
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3.3.17.

SOLAR 1

Name

Date

Location

SOLAR 1

11 August 2006

Philippines

Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled
Owner

Island of guimaras
2,000 tonnes

Cause of spill
Type of pollutant

800 tonnes
Ship type
Sunshine Maritime Details on type
Corp

Damage to the ship
Heavy fuel oil (IFO
180)
Oil tanker
-

The incident
On 11 August 2006, the coastal tanker Solar 1, chartered by Petron Corp, was transporting 2,000
tonnes of oil when she sank in waters 300 m deep near the island of Guimaras in the Philippines.
Over 1,300 tonnes of oil were spilled at sea very rapidly. Of the 20 crew members, 18 were saved,
one was reported missing and one lost his life.
The coast was heavily polluted by regular release of oil though leaks in the hull. The island was
declared a disaster area by the regional authorities.
Logs and buoys were deployed by the local inhabitants to protect certain sites. Dispersants were
spread on the main slick. However, adverse weather conditions delayed response and therefore
reduced its effectiveness.
Clean-up operations were lengthy as they had to be carried out painstakingly. Natural clean-up
was eventually chosen as the solution in order to prevent human intervention from damaging the
environment further.
Responsibilities
In September 2006, the enquiry commission set up by the government concluded that the
captain, the shipowner and the operator were responsible for the occurrence of the oil spill. The
accusations included the owner ignoring regulations on navigability, the oil company overloading
the vessel by around 150 tonnes and an error of judgement by the captain.
In late September 2006, the decision was made to pump the remaining oil out of the tanks, thanks
to an agreement with the IOPC Funds for the reimbursement of the operation. The operations
were contracted by the shipowner in February 2007 and began in March.
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The Republic of the Philippines is a party to the Civil Liability Convention 1992 (CLC 1992) and the
1992 Fund Convention.
The Solar 1 was registered in the Ship-owners 'Mutual Protection and Indemnity Association
(Luxembourg) (Ship owners’ Club). The limitation amount applicable to the Solar 1 under the 1992
CLC is 4.51 million SDR, but the owner of the Solar 1 is a party to the Agreement for
Compensation for Oil Pollution from ships small tank (STOPIA) 2006 whereby the limitation
amount applicable to the tanker increases, voluntarily, to 20 million SDR.
The Fund has paid 14.3 million pounds for claims, primarily in the areas of capture fisheries,
mariculture, tourism, damage to property (boats, fishing gear, beach front properties, etc.), and
Cleanliness.
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3.3.18.

STOLT VALOR

Name
Stolt Valor
Flag
Liberia

Date
16 March 2012

Date of built
2004

Accident area
Products
transported
Ship type
Classification
Society

Length
150m

Width
25m

Location
Saudi Arabia
Draught
10.5m

Owner
Adovelin Ships
Management

Al Jubail, Persian Gulf
430 tonnes of heavy fuel oil (IFO 380)
1.300 tonnes isobutyraldehyde (IBAL)
13.000 tonnes methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE)
Chemical Tanker
Biro Klasifikasi

The incident
On the 16th March, the chemical tanker Stolt Valor was sailing in the Persian Gulf when it suffered
an explosion and a fire which lasted 5 days.
Of the 25 crew members, 24 were rescued by an American destroyer while one was reported
missing. Once the blaze was under control the response team noticed that 4 of the ship's tanks
were severely damaged.
On the 25th March, after several unsuccessful attempts, a tug managed to establish a towline to
distance the Stolt Valor from the coastline.
The place of refuge issue
The Captain requested authorization to access the ports of four nearby countries, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain and Iran. All four refused.
The tanker finally received permission from Saudi Arabia to anchor in its waters on the 1st April,
after long negotiations led by MEMAC (Marine Emergency Mutual Aid Center).Cargo transfer
operations then began, finishing up on the 29th April.
On the 30th July 2012, once all the hazardous substances had been removed, Bahrain permitted
the vessel to be towed to one of its ports to be scrapped.
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This incident illustrates the difficulty for ship owners in finding a place of refuge when a vessel is
in difficulty.
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3.3.19.

TK BREMEN

Name
TK Bremen
Flag
Malta

Date of
built
1982

Accident area
Quantity
transported

Shipyard

Date
16 Dember 2011

Location
France

Length

Draught

Manager

Owner

109m

6.74m

Adriyatik Gemi
Isletmeciligi ve Ticaret,
Turkey

Blue Atlantic
Shipping Ltd.,
Malta

South of the Ria Cause of spill
d’Etel, Morbihan
150 tonnes of IFO
Type of pollutant
120 and 40 tonnes
of Marine Diesel Oil
(MDO)
Busan, South Korea Ship type

Grounding
IFO 120 / Marine
Diesel Oil (MDO)

Bulk carrier

The incident
On 15 December 2011, despite the strong winds forecast for the coming hours, the Malteseregistered cargo vessel TK Bremen, unladen, left the port of Lorient to anchor in the sheltered
waters of Groix Island, before heading to England. The ship had sailed from the Ukraine to Lorient,
where it had just unloaded 5,300 tonnes of sunflower meal.
On the night of 15 to 16 December, the vessel, caught in storm Joachim (50-60 knot winds, 5-7
metre waves), attempted to move to a more sheltered area as it was having difficulty holding its
anchor. At 00:40, it requested assistance from the maritime rescue coordination centre CROSS
Etel. As it was making this move, the vessel grounded on the coast 2 km south of the mouth of the
Ria d'Etel.
The general public found it hard to understand why the vessel did not stay in shelter in the port of
Lorient but legally the Maritime and Port Authorities could not prohibit it from departing.
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Anchor point near Groix Island that the TK Bremen was headed for, and point of grounding on
Erdeven beach. © MarineTraffic.com
At around 3 am, the 19 crew members were airlifted off the ship by a French Navy helicopter to
the Lann-Bihoué naval air base.
The tug Abeille Bourbon, based in Brest and on standby at Ushant Island during the storm, was
sent on site on the morning of the accident.
The French maritime authorities ordered the ship owner to take the necessary measures to
eliminate the risks generated by the vessel’s situation.
On 20 December, following expert advice on the hull's condition, the authorities decided that the
vessel would no longer sail and would be broken up on site. This costly operation is set to last
several months. . The cost of dismantling the wreck and restoring the beach were covered by the
Turkish ship owner.
First response
On the morning of the 16 December, a slick of bunker fuel,1 km long by 5 m wide, was detected.
The pollution affected Kerminihy beach in Erdeven, where the vessel was grounded, between
Lorient and Quiberon, as well as the Ria d'Etel, oiling the shores of Etel, Belz and Locoal-Mendon
to varying extents.
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On 29 December, all leisure and professional shellfish harvesting in the Ria d'Etel was temporarily
banned by the order of 16/12/2011. This ban was lifted on 19th January 2012 for professionals.
From 16 December, lightering operations were conducted initially by the French Navy, then by the
Dutch company Smit working together with Les Abeilles International. Access to the tanks was
difficult, and several holes needed to be drilled.

System set up to pump the fuel out of the ship, December 2011. © Cedre.

It is difficult to estimate the exact quantity of pollutant released into the water. Nevertheless, for
comparison, the Erika was transporting 31,000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil (n°6) while TK Bremen
contained a total of less than 200 tonnes of IFO 120 (Intermediate Fuel Oil, 120 cSt at 50°C) and
marine diesel.
Just after 3 am, Cedre's duty engineer was alerted by the French maritime authorities. At 5 am,
Cedre's response centre was activated and at 5:30 am two engineers were dispatched on site
upon request by the Préfecture du Morbihan. A third joined them later in the day.
These 3 experts conducted surveys and advised the authorities on pollution response.
Booms from the Saint-Nazaire Polmar stockpile and the Morbihan fire brigade were deployed in
the Ria d'Etel to protect the most sensitive sites in this area classed Natura 2000. SAGEMOR
(Société de gestion des ports du Morbihan) booms were also deployed in Etel marina.
Over the weekend, on 17 and 18 December, around 200 people from the fire brigade, civil
protection and the relevant local authorities cleaned up the bulk of the oil and oiled seaweed at
risk of being remobilised at the mouth of the ria and on Erdeven beach. SITA was in charge of
collecting, transporting and treating waste recovered on the shoreline.
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The response units made up of fire brigade and civil protection personnel were gradually
demobilised until the 26 December, when the emergency response command system was lifted.
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3.3.20.

TORREY CANYON

Name
Torrey Canyon
Flag
Liberian
Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

Date
18 March 1967
Date of built
1959

Location
England
Length
297.03m

Width
38.25m

Scilly Islands
121,000 tonnes

Cause of spill
Type of pollutant

Grounding
Crude oil

121,000 tonnes

Ship type

Oil tanker

On 18 March 1967, the Liberian oil tanker the Torrey Canyon, operated by a subsidiary of the
Union Oil Company of California and loaded with 121,000 tonnes of crude oil, ran aground
between the Isles of Scilly and the British coast.
On day 21, after an inspection, an explosion occurs in the engine caused by the gases produced by
a fuel leak in the pump that produces a crack of 2 m2 in the line of flotation.

The Torrey Canyon sinking

Weather worsened on March 23. On March 26, after two attempts with four tugs to pull the ship,
this was halved spilling its entire cargo.
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120,000 tons of crude oil were quickly spilled of its tanks (about 860,000 barrels) aided by wave
encounters, and in a few days generated a huge oil spill that reached the coast and beaches of
Cornwall, Isle of Guernsey and the French coast Britain, mainly in the region of Treguier.
The bays and coves of Cornwall were submerged in a black, thick, and deadly substance that
destroyed everything in its path. Over 200,000 birds died and the fishing industry was completely
ruined. Never before had faced the humanity an accident at this level and features.
The armed forces were prepared to fight the disaster, while local authorities, with an army of
civilians, fought tirelessly trying to save beaches and shores. The oil slick covering an area of
approximately 70 kilometers long and 40 km wide.
In an attempt to tackle such a spill, all sorts of jobs, albeit improvised and arbitrary were
performed. The lack of experience in this type of accident caused worse consequences than those
intended to prevent, to proceed to the dispersion of large amounts of detergents (15,000 tons),
which joined the spill causing a sizable pollution, which seriously affected flora and wildlife of the
area.
The authorities, aware of the enormous disaster that was taking place, and in view of the
immense proportions of the oil spill, which would end up in misery touching everything, made the
decision to bomb the oil and ship to make them burn.
For three days in a row eight aircraft dropped 1,000 bombs, 44,000 liters of kerosene, 12,000
liters of napalm and 16 missiles. A column of thick black smoke that hid the sun completely could
be spotted from anywhere as if it was lost in the ends of the Earth, in a surprising show.
•

IMO. - Out of the Torrey Canyon disaster a new convention was signed in 1969, the International
Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties. It came
into force in 1975 and gives coastal states the right to take such measures on the high seas as may
be necessary “to prevent, mitigate or eliminate danger to its coastline or related interests from
pollution by oil or the threat thereof, following upon a maritime casualty”.

•

UN. The Article 221 of United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
Measures to avoid pollution arising from maritime casualties
1. Nothing in this Part shall prejudice the right of States, pursuant to international law, both
customary and conventional, to take and enforce measures beyond the territorial sea
proportionate to the actual or threatened damage to protect their coastline or related interests,
including fishing, from pollution or threat of pollution following upon a maritime casualty or acts
relating to such a casualty, which may reasonably be expected to result in major harmful
consequences.
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2. For the purposes of this article, "maritime casualty" means a collision of vessels, stranding or
other incident of navigation, or other occurrence on board a vessel or external to it resulting in
material damage or imminent threat of material damage to a vessel or cargo.
•

EU .- In the way of protection its coast, UE ( Directive 2002/59) has approved the measures
available to Member States in the event of a threat to maritime safety and the protection of the
environment
Where, following an incident or the competent authority of the Member State concerned deems,
within the framework of international law, that it is necessary to avert, lessen or remove a serious
and imminent threat to its coastline or related interests, the safety of other ships and their crews
and passengers or of persons on shore or to protect the marine environment, that authority may,
in particular:
(a) Restrict the movement of the ship or direct it to follow a specific course. This requirement
does not affect the master’s responsibility for the safe handling of his ship;
(b) Give official notice to the master of the ship to put an end to the threat to the environment or
maritime safety;
(c) Send an evaluation team aboard the ship to assess the degree of risk, help the master to
remedy the situation and keep the competent coastal station informed thereof;
(d) Instruct the master to put in at a place of refuge in the event of imminent peril, or cause the
ship to be piloted or towed.
In the case of a ship which is towed under a towage or salvage agreement, the measures taken by
the competent authority of a Member State under points (a) and (d) may be also addressed to the
assistance, salvage and towage companies involved.
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3.3.21.

URQUIOLA

Name
Urquiola
Flag
Spanish
Accident area
Quantity
transported
Quantity spilled

Date
12 May 1976
Date of built
1973

Location
Spain
Length
276.54m

Width
39.07m

Entrance to
Coruña harbor
101,000 tonnes

La Cause of spill

Grounding

Type of pollutant

Kuwait crude oil

101,000 tonnes

Ship type

Oil tanker

The incident
On 12 May 1976, the oil tanker the Urquiola hit a shoal which was not listed on the charts, at La
Coruña’s harbour entrance, and damaged her hull. The vessel threatened to explode and was
therefore towed away from the port, with only the commanding officer remaining onboard.
Two hours later, the ship exploded and the commanding officer was killed.
An estimated 101,000 tonnes of crude oil (513,000 barrels) burned for 16 hours. Nearly 200 km of
coasts were affected and black smoke spread over 100 km inland. A thick black cloud moved
towards the Spanish town of La Coruña and was a threat to people with ill health. Monitoring of
the air quality detected high levels of volatile gases.
Despite the precautions taken, a second explosion, followed by a fire, took place on the morning
of 14 May. The high winds the following days caused the slicks to drift and wash up on the coast.
Response
Response teams set up a boom to contain the oil. Dispersants were spread by tugs and
helicopters.
Considerable means were implemented: recrutement of a workforce, arrival of skimmers and
dispersants and the local inhabitants were called upon to help out. The clean-up operations
proved to be slow and painstaking.
Large stretches of sand were treated, with a risk of creating an imbalance in the biodiversity
present. The pollution was treated both mechanically and manually. The use of chemical
dispersants was soon abandonned as it promoted the infiltration of the oil into the sediments.
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Clean-up operations were very slow as the oil was very heavy. A large part of clean-up could only
be carried out using buckets and spades.
Impact
It was estimated that 70% of the clams in Rio de Burgo bay were killed by deposits of oil. The
same goes for mussels and oysters. Flora and fauna in the affected area took several years to
regain normal growth patterns (damages estimated at 2.25 million Euros).
The Spanish government was held liable for the incident. The response expenses and economic
losses were estimated at 70 million Euros.
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4. Conclusion.
The main conclusion of this report on maritime accidents is that most accidents could have been
prevented, or at least reduced the consequences, if the adequate protocols had been followed
accordingly.
Analysing past fatal errors is the first step to avoiding them in the future, and so, reach the
objective of reducing the maritime accidents and their consequences to the minimum.
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39 partners from 10 countries
taking maritime transport into the digital age
By designing and demonstrating innovative use of ICT solutions
MONALISA 2.0 will provide the route to improved
SAFETY - ENVIRONMENT - EFFICIENCY

Swedish Maritime Administration ◦ LFV - Air Navigation Services of Sweden ◦ SSPA ◦
Viktoria Swedish ICT ◦ Transas ◦ Carmenta ◦ Chalmers University of Technology ◦ World
Maritime University ◦ The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute ◦ Danish
Maritime Authority ◦ Danish Meteorological Institute ◦ GateHouse ◦ Navicon ◦ Novia
University of Applied Sciences ◦ DLR ◦ Fraunhofer ◦ Jeppesen ◦ Rheinmetall ◦ Carnival
Corp. ◦ Italian Ministry of Transport ◦ RINA Services ◦ D’Appolonia ◦ Port of Livorno ◦ IB
SRL ◦ Martec SPA ◦ Ergoproject ◦ University of Genua ◦ VEMARS ◦ SASEMAR ◦ Ferri
Industries ◦ Valencia Port Authority ◦ Valencia Port Foundation ◦ CIMNE ◦ Corporacion
Maritima ◦ Technical University of Madrid ◦ University of Catalonia ◦ Technical University
of Athens ◦ MARSEC-XL ◦ Norwegian Coastal Administration

www.monalisaproject.eu
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